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ABSTRACT
The discharge of hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs) and other hazardous substances
from anthropogenic sources to surface waters and the atmosphere has led to the widespread
contamination of bottom sediments throughout the world. HOCs collect in sediments due to their
affinity for organic matter and other sorbents present on and within their solid matrices. There is
interest in the movement of HOCs from historically contaminated, resuspended sediments to
surface waters due to the connection between chemical desorption and bioavailability.
Quantitatively accurate predictions of contaminant concentrations in environmental
media are needed for reliable risk assessment and to develop strategies for protection of
environmental quality. To fully describe the processes relevant to HOC transport between
sediment and water, several scales must be understood. These include the molecular,
intraparticle, particle, and operational scales of chemical transport. The understanding of
particle-scale processes is an evolving area of environmental science and engineering research
but suffers from a lack of information regarding the role of particle structure and organic matter
arrangement at the intraparticle scale. Using insights from studies of sediment and soil surface
properties and empirical measurements of contaminant release rates, a particle-scale model of
contaminant desorption has been developed that provides some insight into the nature of biphasic
chemical desorption.
HOC release in the environment is a serious problem that can be exacerbated in the short
term by the implementation of remediation technologies. Environmental dredging is a commonly
employed remediation option, often for the practical purpose of maintaining waterways. During
dredging operations significant quantities of sediment are resuspended and move offsite. To date,
it has been assumed that the impact of this material is greatest at the point of dredging, but this

ix

has not been tested either experimentally or using a robust chemodynamic modeling approach. A
mechanistic model incorporating the relevant transport processes for introduction and removal of
dissolved chemical in the water column originating from suspended sediment was developed and
simulations using field data forecast a maximum soluble chemical concentration far downstream
from the point-of-dredging. This contradicts the equilibrium partitioning assumption often used
to estimate the impact of remedial dredging.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW
1.1 Introduction
The discharge of HOCs and other hazardous materials from anthropogenic sources has
led to widespread contamination of soils and bottom sediments throughout the world. These
geosorbents are known to play a central role in the processes governing the fate and transport of
chemical contaminants in the natural environment. Nonvolatile and hydrophobic organic
contaminants collect in these environmental phases due to their affinity for the organic matter
present on and within the mineral matrices.
Millions of cubic meters of sediment are removed annually from U.S. waterways by
navigational and environmental dredging. Sediment resuspension during dredging activities is
inevitable and can lead to the release of particle-bound hydrophobic organic contaminants
(HOCs), such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and
trace metals, into the water column. The presence of hazardous substances in bed-residing
particles at dredge sites necessitates the assessment of the potential risk to the surrounding
environment due to chemical release during dredging operations as well as natural resuspension
events. Also of concern is the potential chemical release from relocated or stored dredged
material either during open-water disposal or from effluent discharged from confined disposal
facilities.
Chemical release from suspended sediments and related phenomena has been studied for
more than thirty years. The problem is complicated by the many variables relevant to
contaminated material found in nature. Sediment composition, the types and concentrations of
contaminants present, and contamination history differ significantly between locations making
every contaminated site different. Important sediment properties include particle size
1

distribution, organic matter content, and mineralogy. Surface water properties, like salinity,
redox potential and pH of the overlying and interstitial waters, must also be considered. In the
case of remediation activities, additional operational variability is intrinsic to the remediation
technology employed. For dredging, there are a number of different dredgeheads that can be
employed and the impact of dredging operations vary significantly depending on the dredge used
(DiGiano et al., 1993). This wide range of variability in the system and operational aspects of
dredging and dredged material storage makes prediction of contaminant release from these
activities complicated and has been reduced to a heuristic framework based on total suspended
solids concentration (TSS, mg L-1) with contaminant release correlated to this easy to measure
quantity.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has developed laboratory procedures for the
purpose of determining the impact of particle resuspension for dredging and dredged material
storage operations. These tests were designed with the goal of producing corresponding or
conservative estimates of soluble contaminant release to those measured in the field with the
constraint that the tests be “conducted in a reasonable time and at reasonable cost” (Palermo and
Thackston, 1988). These methods, like the Dredging Elutriate Test (DRET), consist of creating a
sediment suspension with a known TSS concentration, agitating it and then allowing the particles
to settle for a prescribed amount of time followed by measurement of the concentration of
dissolved and total chemical in the aqueous phase (DiGiano et al., 1993). More recently,
experimental methods have been applied to the study of HOC desorption that provide timeresolved data (Cornelissen et al., 1997).
The rate of release data obtained using time resolved experiments produced an
unexpected picture of HOC desorption from suspended sediments. An initial rapid release of
chemical followed a slower rate of release was observed and led to the overall process being
2

labeled biphasic, dual-mode, or simply non-linear. These observations, along with the discovery
of non-linear sorption isotherms and sorption-desorption hysteresis has led to a myriad of
hypotheses regarding the origin of these phenomena. The dominant theories involve one or more
of the following explanations (Luthy et al., 1997):
1) Multiple sorption/desorption domains present within the sediment organic matter
(SOM) matrix, each with different affinities for HOCs and diffusional characteristics ;
2) Physical hindrance due to the presence of chemical in sediment particle micropores
and mesopores;
3) Multiple particle types, with different mineralogical compositions as well as affinities
and capacities for HOCs.
There are a number of aspects of the contaminated sediment issue have not been
addressed. These include problems at multiple scales, from the processes occurring around
individual particles up to the implications of biphasic desorption for resuspension events. Particle
related questions have to do with sediment particle structure, particularly the distribution of
organic matter on the particle surface and in intraparticle pore spaces. Within the organic matter
matrix, the mechanism of transport from SOM to the water column has not been described in a
mechanistic way and it is not known how or if internal processes between different organic
matter domains are relevant to the bulk behavior. There is a great deal of empirical data collected
on HOC desorption from sediments and other geosorbents, but this information has not been
aggressively mined to see if the most commonly employed assumptions regarding the
relationship between the rate of desorption and thermodynamic properties of HOCs are
supported by the data. At the dredge scale, the effects of rapid and slow chemical release in
combination with other chemical transport processes occurring between the water column,
sediment bed, and overlying air downstream of a dredge have not been examined and may have
3

implications for off-sight water quality. In this work, these issues are addressed using a
combination of experimental and chemodynamic modeling techniques.
1.2 Literature Review
A brief review of the research that has been conducted to date that is relevant to
sediment-chemical processes is presented here. Additional literature review material is included
and discussed in each of the subsequent chapters when necessary to the understanding of the
research being presented.
1.2.1 General Comments
Contaminants can be transported between geosorbents and other environmental media in
a number of ways. Of particular interest is the movement of HOCs from bed sediment material
into aqueous environments, especially surface waters, due to the connection between dissolution
and bioavailability (Lei et al., 2004). HOCs enter the water column primarily from suspended
particles by soluble release via sediment resuspension due to dredging, non-flow related
resuspension (storm events), or runoff from and erosion of contaminated soil. Once in the water,
hazardous substances can be taken in by organisms during respiration or other direct contact
pathways. Another way in which solid-bound contaminants are taken up by organisms is direct
ingestion of particles (Reible et al., 1996; Lu et al., 2003). Consumption of contaminated soil or
sediment by biota can lead to enhanced uptake through the food chain into higher organisms by
predation. In addition, bioturbation, or the stirring of sediment by burrowing organisms like
oligochaetes, can enhance the flux of contaminants at environmental interfaces (Thibodeaux and
Bierman, 2004; Cornelissen et al,. 2002).
Understanding the processes involved in HOC fate and transport is necessary for accurate
prediction of the environmental impact of these materials and for conducting reliable risk
assessment in the development of remediation techniques for protection of environmental quality
4

(Apitz and Power, 2002). It has been well established that in most cases the thermodynamic
distribution of HOCs between geosorbents and water is not the linear, reversible process
indicated by often-invoked equilibrium partitioning concepts (Pignatello and Xing, 1996). It has
been shown that the long-term interaction of organic contaminants with soils and sediments leads
to desorption behavior that is not predictable by typical sorption-desorption models (Lu and
Pignatello, 2002; Chai et al., 2006a). Experimental observations of non-linear sorption and
desorption have in some cases been attributed to the presence of sediment organic matter (SOM)
and other organic phases described as black carbon (Chai et al., 2007). SOM is a complex
mixture of diagenetically altered biomolecules that are bound to the mineral surfaces of sediment
particles (Wershaw, 1993) and has been likened to a polymeric sorbent (Carroll et al., 1994).
Of all the phenomena surrounding contaminant interactions with geosorbents the most
difficult to describe as well as understand has been the hysteresis between HOC sorption to and
desorption from soil and sediment. Field-contaminated and lab-inoculated sediments with long
contact times have resulted in data that indicates the desorption process is not the reverse of
sorption. As of yet, no hypothesis explaining this phenomenon has gained general acceptance
though there is a growing body of evidence indicating that the HOC sorbates change the sorbent
in such a way that the desorption process is no longer the reverse of sorption (Weber et al., 2002;
Lu and Pignatello, 2002) and therefore sorption is by definition thermodynamically irreversible
(Kan et al., 1998).
1.2.2 Desorption of HOCs from Geosorbents
The movement of hydrophobic organic chemicals from suspended sediments to the water
column has been studied extensively and shown to exhibit biphasic behavior (Johnson et al.,
2001). The two sorptive phases are characterized by their relative release rates during
suspension: one fraction desorbs rapidly, usually depleting itself within twenty-four hours (Shor
5

et al., 2003) while the other fraction desorbs more slowly, often persisting for months or years
(Johnson et al., 2001). This indicates either multiple desorption modes, as in the MacroMesopore model (Johnson et al., 2001; Rockne et al., 2002), or the presence of more than one
compartment in the soil or sediment from which contaminants desorb, as in the coal-derived and
silt/clay fractions distinction (Ghosh et al., 2001; Ghosh et al., 2003). An important consequence
of the presence of a slow desorbing fraction is that a significant amount of the contaminant
remains in the sediment after suspended particles have resettled.
A number of empirical algorithms have been applied by various investigators to interpret
their desorption data. Diffusion, gamma-function, exponential decay models, and others have all
been used to correlate desorption rate measurements with various rate parameters (i.e. rate
constants or effective diffusivities) and all have been shown to provide good fits for a large
number of data sets (Johnson et al., 2001). The diffusion algorithms incorporate different
assumptions regarding the pathways through which contaminants move and the nature of the
sorbent material. There are two dominant diffusion models. The first involves a distribution of
pores, some small (macropores) and some relatively large (mesopores) and the contaminant
moves through the porewater occupying these spaces. The second involves diffusion through
organic matter, a process that is assumed to be similar to polymer diffusion due to the
macromolecular description of SOM. Statistical gamma-function modeling uses the fewest
number of fitting parameters and by applying the gamma-function the model can describe a
continuum of sorbent compartments, therefore accounting for the many different types of organic
carbon present in SOM (Johnson et al., 2001). The major disadvantage of the gamma-function
algorithm is the difficulty in interpreting the physical significance of the fitting parameters to
elucidate mechanistic information.
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The diffusion models that have been developed are based on Fick’s second law. An
example, for diffusion from a sphere in the radial direction only, is shown below;

⎛ ∂ 2 C A 2 ∂C A ⎞
∂C A
⎟
= D A ⎜⎜
+
2
∂t
r ∂r ⎟⎠
⎝ ∂r

(1-1)

where;
CA = concentration of chemical A (mg L-1)
DA = diffusivity of chemical A in water (m2 s-1)
r = radial coordinate (m)
t = time (s).
These partial differential equation algorithms incorporate different mechanistic assumptions such
as hindered diffusion due to pore restrictions (Farrell and Reinhard, 1994; Gong and Depinto,
1998; Shor et al., 2003), diffusion through polymer-like organic matter (Carroll et al. 1994), or
multiple sorbent sites each with different sorption affinities and compartmental properties (Chai
et al., 2006b; Johnson et al., 2001). The form of the solution for this type of model is dependent
on the initial and boundary conditions applied. These diffusion models have proven successful in
fitting data and represent the most common type of theory-based model applied in desorption
modeling.
Many researchers have applied a three-parameter two compartment first-order kinetic
model originally presented by Karickhoff (1980) to fit experimental data:
F (t ) = φ Rapid ⋅ exp( − k Rapid ⋅ t ) + (1 − φ Rapid ) ⋅ exp( − k Slow ⋅ t )

where;
F(t) = fraction of chemical mass remaining at time t

φRapid = fraction chemical mass that desorbs rapidly
kRapid = first order rate constant for rapid fraction, (day-1)
7

(1-2)

kSlow = first order rate constant for slow fraction, (day-1).
A review of the literature shows that each of the desorption rate constants fit to chemical release
data fall into a two to three order of magnitude range for any given chemical-sediment system
(Birdwell et al., 2007). The rapid release rate constant varies between 0.1 and 10 day-1, while the
slow rate constant ranges between 0.001 and 0.1 day-1. These ranges are relatively narrow when
compared to the range of values for the relevant chemical properties of these compounds. For
example, the aqueous solubility of the most commonly studied HOCs varies over seven orders of
magnitude (0.001-1000 mg L-1). It possible that this incongruity between chemical properties and
observed desorption rates is due to complex interactions between chemical contaminants and an
assortment of sorbents or sorption sites present within SOM. Therefore treating SOM as a single
continuous phase is considered inappropriate. However, while each fraction in all likelihood
represents a continuum of sorption sites, the biphasic approach has been widely accepted because
it has been shown to be operationally valid and appears to accurately describe the essence of the
kinetics in a macroscopic sense using what are essentially three lumped parameters.
The existence of the slow release fraction has a number of implications for remediators.
Depending on the selected remediation technology, the desorption resistant fraction can be an
obstacle or an advantage. It can limit the potential for bioremediation of contaminated material
because the bioavailability of a significant portion of the contaminant mass is not readily
available (Cornelissen et al., 1998). However, during capping or dredging operations a
significant mass of the sediment particles being covered or removed are suspended in the water
column and the limited availability for release of a portion of the contaminant mass effectively
reduces the impact of chemical release from the particles since they are likely to resettle before
much of the slow release fraction is desorbed (Lee et al., 2002).
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1.2.3 Chemical Partitioning
Contaminant chemical properties, such as solubility and polarity, affect the
thermodynamic distribution between the SOM compartments in sediment and presumably the
kinetics of desorption as well. The thermodynamics are usually described using partition
coefficients which are used to quantify the equilibrium distribution of a chemical present in two
phases that share an interface (Thibodeaux, 1996). For sediment-to-water partitioning, there are
two commonly used parameters, the sediment-porewater and organic carbon-water partition
coefficients. These parameters are used interchangeably in describing chemical partitioning. The
distinction between the two is that the organic carbon-water partition coefficient is based on the
assumption that the overwhelming majority of HOCs will be present within the organic matter
matrix of the sediment (Chiou, 2002). Porewater-sediment partition coefficients are determined
by measuring chemical concentrations in water and the bulk sediment following sufficient
contact time to achieve an equilibrium distribution of the chemical(s) of interest and can be
calculated using the following equation:

Kd =

SA
CA

(1-3)

where;
Kd = the porewater-sediment partition coefficient (L kg-1)
SA = the concentration of chemical A in the sediment (mg kg-1)
CA = the aqueous phase concentration in equilibrium with the sediment (mg L-1).
The organic carbon-based coefficient is calculated using the measured fraction organic carbon by
the following relationship:

K OC =

Kd
f OC
9

(1-4)

where;
KOC = the organic carbon-water partition coefficient (L kg-1)
fOC = fraction organic carbon.
The effect of partitioning on desorption kinetic parameters has been suspected and investigated
but no reliable correlation has yet been reported. Across all classes of low solubility, non-polar
organic contaminants there appears to be a weak if any association between kinetic parameters
and chemical properties (Birdwell et al., 2007).
1.2.4 Chemical Repartitioning
The two compartment assumption has been shown in numerous studies to be at least
operationally valid. Transport kinetics between the two compartments and the water column
have been, as discussed above, examined for a number of different systems. However, there has
been no experimental effort reported to date to determine if there are interactions between these
two domains and if so at what rate transport between the domains occurs. Provided there is an
available pathway for transport, chemical exchange between the two compartments would appear
to be inevitable, particularly following resuspension and settling. After resettling to the bed the
rapid release domain would be significantly if not totally depleted of chemical, introducing an
intercompartmental driving force for transport from the slow release domain to the rapid. The
existence and rate of such a process could be of great importance for risk assessment of
remediation activities as well as numerical modeling endeavors. The absence of repartitioning
would also provide important insight into particle-scale transport processes
1.2.5 Summary
Despite the ongoing effort by researchers to find a hypothesis or modeling approach that
best describes HOC sorption and desorption processes, there are a few points on which there is
general agreement. The evidence clearly shows that SOM is the primary sink for HOCs on
10

sediment particles and that the heterogeneity of SOM is the likely cause for the non-linear
sorption and desorption behavior observed. There is also wide support for the idea that the
hysteresis between sorption and desorption processes is the result of some change in the organic
matter substrate following contaminant uptake and the changes become more pronounced with
increasing contact time. Another area in which there is general agreement is that for modeling
purposes SOM is best described as biogeopolymeric since it appears to have physical and
chemical properties similar to those of rubbery and glassy polymers (LeBoeuf and Weber,
2000a; LeBoeuf and Weber, 2000b) and effective diffusivities for contaminants sorbed to SOM
are within the same ranges as those observed for HOCs desorbing from polymers (Carroll et al.,
1994). It should be noted that this approach is not necessarily consistent with the latest models
describing soil and sediment organic matter chemistry. The current view describes SOM as a
supramolecular assembly of small molecules held together by an array of different interactions
rather than a macromolecular material (Wershaw, 1993; Piccolo, 2001). However, the
observation of polymer-like properties of SOM have been reported by many different researchers
and indicates that while the distinction between an assembly of small molecules and a
macromolecule may be important for understanding SOM chemistry, it may be advantageous in
some instances to treat SOM as a macromolecular material (Schaumann, 2006).
1.3 Outline of Research
In this study, HOC desorption from suspended sediments is examined in four stages,
including experimental and theoretical approaches and interactions at different size scales.
1) The thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics of PAHs associated with fieldcontaminated sediment from Indiana Harbor Canal will be examined. Additional
experiments were conducted to determine if PAH partition coefficients for this sediment
differ after the removal of the rapid release chemical fraction. Finally, in an attempt to
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establish a connection between the thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical interactions
within this sediment, experimental results on the repartitioning of chemical between the
rapid and slow release domains following removal of the initial rapid release fraction
using modifications of the standard polymer resin/infinite sink technique are discussed.
2) Using a literature-derived database of first-order biphasic desorption rate constants, a
commonly invoked mechanistic diffusion model that includes chemical and sediment
properties in its formulation is tested to determine if particular sorbate and sorbent
properties that are assumed to influence desorption characteristics do in fact exhibit any
correlation with the empirical parameters used to describe the rate of chemical release
from sediment to water.
3) The distribution of organic matter on particle surfaces is examined in light of literature
studies showing that little organic matter resides in particle mesopores and that the
material on the surface is concentrated in discrete patches rather than a surface coating
over the entire particle. In addition, using assumptions regarding the arrangement of rapid
and slow release chemical fractions, the implications of chemical pathways between these
two hypothetical domains are explored.
4) The effects of the incorporation of biphasic desorption and other chemical transport
processes into an idealized dredged model are examined. Three different modeling
approaches are presented and their relevance to the impact of dredging is discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
ASSESSMENT OF THE THERMODYNAMICS AND KINETICS OF PAH
DESORPTION FROM INDIANA HARBOR CANAL SEDIMENT
2.1 Introduction
Numerous studies have been conducted on a wide range of sediments, including labinoculated and field-contaminated materials, showing that there are two stages in the desorption
process for hydrophobic organic contaminants (HOC). These stages are described using a variety
of different terms, but generally include rapid and slow release components. The rapid release
stage begins following sediment suspension into an aqueous medium and is operationally defined
as the first 24 hours of chemical release (Shor et al., 2003). The slow release period can extend
for days, weeks, or years and for field-contaminated material often represents a significant
amount of the contaminant mass (Chai, 2005). Several hypotheses have been offered to explain
this biphasic behavior and a number of empirical models have been used to fit collected data
sets, but to date there has been no satisfactory explanation of the mechanism behind biphasic
desorption phenomenon, i.e. no set of bulk physical and chemical parameters have been
identified that can be measured and used to predict desorption behavior accurately with a
mechanistic model. This chapter describes the results of experiments conducted to characterize
the desorption kinetics of four polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) from Indiana Harbor Canal
sediment and to examine the equilibrium distribution of those PAHs between sediment organic
matter (SOM) and water prior to and after removal of the rapid release chemical fraction. In
addition, the results of an attempt to determine if chemical repartitioning between the rapid and
slow release domains occurs following removal of the rapid release fraction are presented.
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2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Indiana Harbor Canal Sediment
Indiana Harbor Canal (IHC) is an artificial waterway connecting the Calumet River to
Lake Michigan located in East Chicago, Indiana. Due to contamination from surrounding
industry the site has been selected for extensive dredging and the extracted material will require
storage in a confined disposal facility having been designated ineligible for aquatic disposal or
beneficial reuse (Estes et al., 2003). IHC sediment is viscous, oily, fine-grained material with
elevated levels of various organic contaminants, including PAHs and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCB). Sediment was harvested via grab samples, stored in polyethylene buckets at ambient
temperature, and sealed until utilized in the lab. Table 2-1 lists some of properties of the
sediment. PAH loading on IHC sediment will be presented in another section.

Table 2-1. Properties of Indiana Harbor Canal Sediment (*from Ravikrishna et al., 1998)
Property
Moisture content (g-wet g-total-1)
Sand (%, >63 µm)
Silt (%, 4-63 µm)
Clay (%, < 4 µm)
Organic carbon (% dry wt)
Oil and grease (% dry wt)

Value
0.66
45*
46*
8*
6.9
0.9*

2.2.2 XAD-2
Amberlite XAD-2 resin is a styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer produced by Rohm and
Haas and was supplied by Supelco. XAD-2 is used to provide a sink for desorbing organic
contaminants and maintains a near zero aqueous concentration of HOCs so that the driving force
for chemical desorption from the sediment to the surrounding water is as high as possible. This
infinite sink approach, using either XAD-2 or Tenax resins, has been found to provide a
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conservative imitation of natural systems where dilution by the large volume of surrounding
water maintains a near zero chemical concentration in the water column (Cornelissen et al.,
2001; Pignatello and Zhao, 2004).
2.2.3 XAD-2 Preparation
One hundred grams of XAD-2 was prepared for use by successive washing with
methanol and deionized water to remove residual organics. The resin was placed in a separatory
funnel and HPLC grade methanol was added until approximately one inch of solvent covered the
XAD-2. After sitting overnight, the methanol was drained from the funnel at a slow enough rate
that the resin did not become entrained in the flow. The resin was then washed with deionized
water three times to remove residual methanol.
2.2.4 Moisture Content of Sediment and XAD-2
In order to perform all calculations on a dry solids basis, the moisture content of both the
sediment and XAD-2 were determined at various stages during the experiments. Two replicates
each containing approximately five grams of wet sediment were taken from the source material
for moisture content analysis. Mass of wet sediment was measured in pre-weighed 20-mL
scintillation vials. The samples were then placed in an oven for 24 hours at 150°C. The samples
were then weighed again to determine and the moisture content was calculated;
MC =

M Wet − M Dry
M Wet

where;
MC = sediment moisture content (g g-1)
MWet = mass of wet sediment (g)
MDry = mass of dry sediment (g).
Mass values recorded were tare (vial), tare+wet sediment, and tare+dry sediment.
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(2-1)

The moisture content of treated XAD-2 was also determined. Two replicates of
approximately 2 grams each were separated for analysis. After weighing, XAD-2 was set aside to
air dry overnight (~24 hours) and reweighed to determine the moisture content (average 0.18 gwater g-1).
2.2.5 Initial Sediment PAH Loading
The initial loading of four PAHs, phenanthrene (PHEN, solubility 1.28 mg L-1),
anthracene (ANTC, solubility 0.05 mg L-1), benzo(k)fluoranthene (B(k)F, solubility 0.0008 mg
L-1), and benzo(a)pyrene (B(a)P, solubility 0.004 mg L-1), were determined for IHC sediment
using the following procedure. Three replicates of approximately 2 grams of sediment each were
separated and placed in 240 mL jars. Twenty grams of anhydrous sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) was
added and mixed with the sediment using a stainless steel spatula in order to remove water. Once
the sediment was sufficiently dry, 60 mL of a 50:50 (by volume) mixture of acetone and hexane
was added. The jars were then sealed and sonicated for 30 minutes to extract PAHs. The samples
were left overnight to allow the sediment particles to settle to the bottom of the jar. The next day
2 mL of the supernatant were carefully extracted from approximately midway between the
sediment-solvent and the solvent-air interfaces. This solvent was then evaporated using a gentle
nitrogen stream (~5 cm3 min-1) until approximately 0.1 mL remained (~20 min). Two mL of
HPLC grade acetonitrile was then added to the residue and mixed vigorously for 10 seconds
using a test tube agitator. The solution was then transferred to a 2 mL amber sample vial and
sealed. PAH concentrations were determined using high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) coupled with fluorescence detection.
2.2.6 HPLC Analysis
The reverse phase HPLC method used was based on the USEPA standard method 8310
(USEPA, 1986). The instrument used was a Hewlett-Packard 1100 Series HPLC. The columns
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used included a Phenomenex Envirosep-PP C-18 (5 µm particles, 4.6 × 50 mm) guard column
coupled with a ZORBAX Eclipse XDB C-18 (5 µm particles, 4.6 × 150 mm) analytical column.
Method parameters required a 1.0 mL min-1 flow rate (~2 mm s-1 linear velocity) isocratic elution
for 5 min using acetonitrile/water (4:6) (v/v), followed by a linear gradient elution over 25
minutes to 100% acetonitrile held for another 20 minutes. Fluorescence measurements were
made using excitation light at 280 nm and monitoring the emission intensity at 400 nm.
Fluorescence intensities were reported in luminescence units (LU) and peak areas in LU·min.
Standards were purchased from Supelco (PAH Calibration Mix, 10 µg mL-1 for each compound
in acetonitrile, 1 mL). Response factors for the four PAHs were determined using the same
conditions that would be applied to the samples. The standard was diluted with HPLC grade
acetonitrile to obtain aliquots with concentrations of 0.25, 0.5, 1.25, 2.5, and 5 mg L-1 for
analysis of sediment and XAD-2 extracts with the fluorescence detector gain set to 8. Another set
of standards were prepared for analysis of water samples with concentrations of 5, 25, 62.5, 125,
and 500 µg L-1 and the fluorescence detector gain set to 12. Peak areas were integrated using
Chemstation and compared with the known concentration of the standards to determine response
factors using the following equation:

RFA =

CA
PA

(2-2)

where;
RFA = Response factor for compound A (mg L-1 LU-1 min-1)
CA = concentration of A in standard (mg L-1)
PA = peak area from chromatogram (LU·min)
For each compound, the average response factor was calculated from the values determined for
each of the standards (Table 2-2) and compared to the slope of a linear calibration curve (not
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shown). Good agreement between the slope of the calibration curve and average RF values was
observed. Response factors were then used to calculate sediment and XAD-2 concentrations
using the equation below:
SA, X A =

PA ⋅ RFA ⋅ V ACN
M S,X

(2-3)

where;
SA, XA = concentration of chemical A in sediment or XAD-2 (mg kg-1)
VACN = volume of acetonitrile (mL)
MS,X = dry mass of sediment or XAD-2 extracted (g).

Table 2-2. Response factors for PAHs (± standard deviation)
Compound
PHEN
ANTC
B(k)F
B(a)P

RF-gain 8
1.50 ± 0.03
2.25 ± 0.09
0.91 ± 0.01
1.14 ± 0.05

RF-gain 12
0.081 ± 0.002
0.113 ±0.004
0.044 ± 0.004
0.068 ± 0.003

The extraction and analysis methods used were tested by applying them to a reference
sample. The standard reference material (SRM) used was obtained from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). SRM #1944 is a highly contaminated sediment from the New
York/New Jersey Waterway and provided a reasonable analog for IHC sediment. The same
methods used with IHC sediment were applied to the SRM and the resulting PAH concentrations
obtained were compared to standard values reported by NIST. All compounds were within the
prescribed range indicated on the NIST Certificate of Analysis.
In addition to instrument calibration, blanks were included in all experiments and during
analysis blank acetonitrile was included at the beginning of each run to test for column bleed.
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Response factors were checked during each run using a standard PAH mixture diluted to various
concentrations and remained essentially constant throughout the experiments. Chemical retention
times and peak symmetry were also monitored during all runs as a check of the condition of the
column. Elution times for the four PAHs of interest in this study were approximately 8 minutes
for phenanthrene, 9 minutes for anthracene, 19 minutes for benzo(k)fluoranthene, and 20
minutes for benzo(a)pyrene and did not vary significantly between different runs.
2.2.7 Desorption and Repartitioning Experiments
In determining desorption kinetics of PAH from sediment, the concentration of chemical
remaining associated with sediment particles is measured at various times during a treatment
procedure that causes chemical release to an aqueous phase. The desorption kinetics of the four
PAHs were determined using the XAD-2 resin extraction procedure developed by the Hazardous
Substance Research Center South/Southwest (Chai et al., 2006). The method involves directly
combining wet sediment and polymer beads without additional water. Desorption occurs as
chemical is removed from the interparticle porewater by the resin. Sediment and XAD-2 were
combined in 500 mL glass jars with a 10:1 dry sediment-to-dry resin ratio. Previous studies
indicated that this level of XAD-2 loading is sufficient to capture all desorbed HOCs as well as
dissolved organic matter during the time frame of the experiment (Hawthorne et al., 2002). Three
replicate samples were prepared, each containing approximately 120 g of wet IHC sediment and
5 grams of XAD-2. After combining the two materials, they were mixed by hand using stainless
steel spatulas being careful to homogenize the mixture while not crushing any particles. Jars
were sealed and placed in an incubator (refrigerator at 20°C).
Desorption of PAHs from IHC sediment was monitored for thirteen months. Data points
were collected at 0, 24, 168, 744, and 9240 hours to establish the desorption profiles and kinetic
model parameters. At each data point collection time, ~10 g of material was taken from each of
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three microcosms and XAD-2 and sediment were separated using a cesium chloride solution in
order to make the resin float, facilitating its collection. Cesium chloride solution was prepared by
combining 180 grams of the salt with one liter of water producing a solution density of 1.1573 g
mL-1. Sample bottles were filled with the solution and the sediment from each of the three
replicates were combined and mixed using a magnetic stirrer. The solution was then allowed to
settle for 20-30 minutes until the XAD-2 floated to the top and the solution was less turbid, but
not necessarily clear. XAD-2 was then removed via pipette onto a sieve where it was washed
with tap water and set aside to air dry overnight. No black particles were found with the XAD-2.
The sediment was separated from the cesium chloride solution by centrifugation at 3500 RPM
for 20 minutes (Beckman Model J-6B Centrifuge) and washed with tap water to remove residual
salt. Centrifugation was repeated if required. A small amount of the sediment was collected for
moisture content analysis and the rest was extracted for HPLC analysis.
PAH concentrations were then determined in sediment by extracting the contaminants
and analyzing the extracts using procedures described above. Determination of the XAD-2
concentrations required sonicated extraction with acetonitrile and direct analysis of the extract
with no need for solvent exchange. The same HPLC method was applied to XAD-2 extracts as
was used with those from sediments. Concentrations determined at each point in time were
divided by the concentration in untreated sediment to obtain a value for the fraction of chemical
remaining on the sediment. These values were fit to equation 1-2 using the Excel Solver function
which employs a least squares regression method.
A mass balance was determined at each data point to ensure that chemical losses were
kept to a minimum. Using the original masses (dry basis) of sediment and XAD-2 in each
microcosm and the concentrations calculated based on the analyzed extracts, the recovery of
each PAH was calculated using the following equation:
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R=

M S ⋅ S A (t ) + M X ⋅ X A (t )
M S ⋅ S A (0)

(2-4)

where;
R = Fraction of chemical A recovered
SA(t) = Concentration of chemical A in the sediment at time t (mg kg-1)
XA(t) = Concentration of chemical A in XAD-2 at time t (mg kg-1).
In order to determine if and at what rate chemical redistribution between the rapid and
slow release fractions occurred at following removal of the initial rapid release chemical fraction
repartitioning experiments were conducted. Ten days after collection of the one month
desorption data point, all but ~20 g of the remaining sediment/XAD-2 mixture were set aside for
the repartitioning experiments. At this point during desorption the rapid release fraction was
assumed to be depleted of chemical based on literature results for field contaminated sediments
(Birdwell et al., 2007). Given enough time to re-equilibrate, it is hypothesized that the rapid
release fraction will be recharged by chemical from the slow release domain. This has been
anticipated by investigators who have assumed that interactions between sorbent domains are
possible (Griffiths, 2004; Schrap et al., 1994). To test this hypothesis, 24 hour and 1 week
desorption data points were planned for the treated sediment after 1, 3, 6, and 12 months using
the same methods described for determining desorption kinetics.
The sediment and XAD-2 resin were separated as described previously. The sediment
was then washed and centrifuged three times to insure removal of all XAD-2 and most of the
cesium chloride. The sediment samples were then combined into a single jar and placed in an
incubator overnight. Sample IHC-02 was thrown out due to the presence of several small rocks
and therefore there was insufficient material for the 6 month data point. Moisture content
samples were taken the next day and following determination of the sample moisture content
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electrolyte solution (see next section) was added to the sediment to return it to its original
moisture content. The sediment was then placed in an incubator. The XAD-2 resin was analyzed
to determine if any significant desorption had occurred since the last data point was collected.
XAD-2 concentrations were consistent with the 720 hour data point and the rapid release phase
of the process was assumed to be complete.
2.2.8 KOC Determination
Organic carbon-water partition coefficients (KOC) provide useful information regarding
the distribution of chemical between sediment-bound organic matter and an aqueous phase
contacting the sediment at equilibrium. In this study, KOCs were determined using a batch mixing
technique (Kan et al., 1994) for untreated sediment and sediment following 24 hours and one
week of treatment with XAD-2 to examine the effect of depletion of the rapid release chemical
fraction on the KOC values. Samples of untreated sediment and XAD-2 treated sediment were
combined with an electrolyte solution designed to simulate the ionic composition typical of
freshwater. The solution was made by combining 2 L deionized water with 1.17 g sodium
chloride, 2.94 g calcium chloride dihydrate, and 1.31 g sodium azide to prevent microbial
degradation. Two grams of wet sediment were combined with the electrolyte solution in a 1:70
mass ratio (dry sediment to electrolyte solution). The slurries were prepared in 50 mL Pyrex
centrifuge tubes which were then placed in a large glass jar with sufficient padding to prevent
tube breakage. The jar was rotated on a rolling bar apparatus (~60 RPM) and samples were
contacted for 10 and 60 days. Once removed from incubation, the samples were centrifuged at
3000 RPM for 20 minutes to separate the sediment and water. Aqueous samples were collected
and placed in 2 mL amber vials immediately following centrifugation for analysis by HPLC.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Desorption Profiles
A summary of the concentrations and fractions remaining for the compounds of interest
at each measurement time for the desorption experiment are contained in Table 2-3. The
concentrations reported are the average value from three replicates and the standard deviation for
these measurements is reported in the last column. The fraction remaining is the ratio of the
concentration at the indicated point in time versus the initial concentration. The same data are
displayed as desorption profiles in Figure 2-1. For all four compounds no more than 50% of the
contaminant sorbed to the Indiana Harbor Canal sediment was removed after one month of
XAD-2 treatment. This is a typical result for field-contaminated material. The plot shows the
collected data as well as the three parameter model fit (equation 2-1) with parameter values
indicated in Table 2-4 for the PAHs examined.
The data was generally well behaved, as indicated by the standard deviations of the
measured concentrations being typically less than 7% of the average value. The biphasic model
provides an excellent fit to the data with coefficients of determination (R2) of 0.996 or greater for
all four chemicals studied. In general, the rapid release fraction decreased and the slow release
fraction increased with decreasing PAH aqueous solubility. No trend was observed for either the
rapid or slow release rate constants with aqueous solubility.
2.3.2 Mass Balance Closure
The mass balance closure data determined from the XAD-2 and sediment concentrations
at each point in time during the experiment are shown in Table 2-5. Recoveries up to the one
month data point were all ~70% or better, indicating that most of the contaminants were
accounted for. It should be noted that the mass balance data is not incorporated into the error bars
for the data presented in the desorption profiles because those plots were determined using only
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the sediment concentrations. The mass balance discrepancies are attributed to incomplete
extraction of PAH from the XAD-2 resin except for the one year data point, where some loss due
to volatilization is suspected because of the drop in sediment moisture content between the one
month and one year desorption data points.

Table 2-3. Summary of PAH concentrations on IHC sediment during desorption
Sample time/compound
Initial/PHEN
Initial/ANTC
Initial/B(k)F
Initial/B(a)P
24 hour/PHEN
24 hour/ANTC
24 hour /B(k)F
24 hour /B(a)P
One week/PHEN
One week/ANTC
One week /B(k)F
One week /B(a)P
One month/PHEN
One month/ANTC
One month/B(k)F
One month/B(a)P
One year/PHEN
One year/ANTC
One year/B(k)F
One year/B(a)P

Fraction
remaining
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.82
0.84
0.92
0.91
0.59
0.75
0.88
0.90
0.51
0.50
0.74
0.77
0.26
0.10
0.18
0.09

Average concentration
(mg kg-1-dry sediment)
19.34
5.49
12.81
26.18
15.84
4.62
11.74
23.84
11.34
4.10
11.29
23.55
9.77
2.77
9.42
20.27
5.07
0.54
2.32
2.30

Standard deviation
(mg kg-1-dry sediment)
0.88
0.13
0.33
0.41
0.73
0.36
0.43
1.05
0.28
0.18
0.49
1.19
1.12
0.35
1.37
2.89
0.36
0.09
0.13
3.29

Table 2-4. Kinetic model parameters for PAH desorption from IHC sediment
Compound
PHEN
ANTC
B(k)F
B(a)P

φRapid

φSlow

0.46
0.21
0.16
0.11

0.54
0.79
0.84
0.89

kRapid (d-1)
0.60
1.75
1.15
1.46
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kSlow (d-1)
0.002
0.015
0.004
0.006

R2
0.997
0.996
0.996
0.998

Figure 2-1. Indiana Harbor Canal desorption profiles for measured PAHs

Maintaining the moisture content of the sediment is important for obtaining results that
are relevant for a real sediment-chemical system. The moisture content of the sediment was
determined at each desorption data point in order to assess the rate of water loss. Table 2-6
contains a summary of all collected moisture content data for all sediment samples collected
during the one year desorption experiment. Ignoring the anomalous one week data point, which
had a usually high degree of variability between replicates, the moisture loss increases over the
duration of the experiment as expected. This finding reinforces the need to measure moisture
content at each time point. This inability to maintain constant moisture content during the
experiment represents an uncontrolled variable that may have an effect on the final results.
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Table 2-5. Mass balance on IHC PAHs (Fraction recovered ± standard deviation)
Compound
PHEN
ANTC
B(k)F
B(a)P

24 hours
Desorption
0.89±0.08
0.87±0.13
0.91±0.12
0.90±0.12

1 week
Desorption
0.79±0.08
0.93±0.08
0.86±0.06
0.88±0.07

1 month
Desorption
0.75±0.07
0.68±0.09
0.80±0.14
0.84±0.13

1 year
Desorption
0.78±0.02
0.61±0.02
0.22±0.01
0.13±0.10

Table 2-6. Moisture content summary of samples during desorption experiment
Sample
Untreated sediment
24 hour desorption
One week desorption
One month desorption
40 day desorption
One year desorption

Moisture Content
(g-water g-total-1)
0.66
0.65
0.53
0.62
0.52
0.46

Standard Deviation
(g-water g-total-1)
0.004
0.004
0.119
0.035
0.016
0.041

2.3.3 KOC Experiments
KOC values for IHC PAHs are shown below in Table 2-7 and presented graphically in
Figures 2-2 and 2-3. The KOC values determined for samples after various desorption times
increased by as much as an order of magnitude after removal of all or some of the rapid release
chemical fraction. This indicates that the remaining slow release chemical fraction not only
slower desorption kinetics but is also associated with material with a higher sorption affinity than
the material containing the rapid release chemical fraction. Varying the contact time from 10 to
60 days was found to have a small effect on the KOC values, with the 60 day KOCs generally
being larger. This result is consistent with results presented by Wick et al. (1997) during studies
of HOC sorption kinetics.
The variability as determined by the standard deviation between replicates for the
measured KOCs was lower for the more soluble three-ring compounds phenanthrene and
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anthracene than the five-ringed benzo(a)pyrene and benzo(k)fluoranthene. This was attributed to
the low aqueous concentrations of these compounds in the analyzed samples. The three-ring and
five-ring compounds had average standard deviations of ~15% and ~25% of the corresponding
average value, respectively for all experiments. No trends were observed between KOC variability
and contact time or desorption time for the XAD-2 treated sediment.

Table 2-7. KOC values for PAHs sorbed to IHC sediment
Compound
(contact time)
PHEN (literature)
PHEN (10 days)
PHEN (60 days)
ANTC (literature)
ANTC (10 days)
ANTC (60 days)
B(k)F (literature)
B(k)F (10 days)
B(k)F (60 days)
B(a)P (literature)
B(a)P (10 days)
B(a)P (60 days)

Untreated
sediment (L kg-1)
2.29×104
1.70×105
1.74×105
2.63×104
3.51×105
4.59×105
5.50×105
6.46×105
7.75×105
9.69×105
4.27×105
5.98×105

After 24 hr
Desorption (L kg-1)
1.78×105
1.69×105
4.70×105
5.24×105
9.21×105
8.37×105
6.01×105
6.56×105

After 1 week
Desorption (L kg-1)
3.06×105
2.59×105
8.68×105
7.43×105
1.34×106
1.37×106
1.05×106
9.30×105

There was some concern regarding the effect of the oil fraction in the IHC sediment
enhancing the solubility of PAHs in water and therefore distorting the measured aqueous
concentrations. The observation of an oil phase in the water of the test tubes used for untreated
and 24 hour XAD-2 treated samples following centrifugation was the source of this concern. Oil
was not observed in the one week XAD-2 treated samples. To mitigate the oil effect, aqueous
samples were carefully collected from between the sediment and oil phases.
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Figure 2-2. KOC values with 10 day equilibration time (error bars indicate standard deviation)

Figure 2-3. KOC values with 60 day equilibration time (error bars indicate standard deviation)
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2.3.4 Repartitioning
Due to sample handling problems, only the one and three month repartitioning data points
were obtained. The six month experiment was not performed due to insufficient material and the
one year experiment was not viable due to excessive drying of the sediment samples while in the
incubator. Despite being kept in sealed jars, the IHC sediment set aside for the one year
repartitioning data point had a moisture content less than 50% of its value at the beginning of the
repartitioning experiment. Despite being stored under the same conditions, the material set aside
for the one year data point for the desorption kinetics did not suffer from excessive drying and
was used in determination of the desorption profile.
The rate of release data obtained for the one and three month repartitioning time period
experiments are found in Tables 2-8 and 2-9, respectively. The phenanthrene concentrations on
the sediment following 24 hours and 1 week of contact with XAD-2 increased with time and
were actually higher than the concentration on the sediment after the end of the original
desorption period for both repartitioning experiments. The fraction of phenanthrene recovered
therefore exceeded the anticipated total mass in the sediment according to concentrations
determined prior to treatment. With a few exceptions, the other PAHs decreased in concentration
with treatment time relative to the initial sediment concentration and the chemical recoveries
were in general similar to values determined in other desorption experiments. Standard
deviations for sediment PAH concentrations between replicates were on the order of ten percent
of the average concentration, which was similar to that observed in other experiments. Therefore,
excluding the phenanthrene data and despite problems acquiring all of the desired data points,
these results provide some evidence of short term chemical repartitioning.
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Table 2-8. Data for 1 month repartitioning experiment
Sample time/compound
Initial/PHEN
Initial/ANTC
Initial/B(k)F
Initial/B(a)P
24 hour/PHEN
24 hour/ANTC
24 hour /B(k)F
24 hour /B(a)P
One week/PHEN
One week/ANTC
One week /B(k)F
One week /B(a)P

Concentration
(mg kg-1)
10.46
2.85
10.10
21.85
11.96
2.35
9.55
21.94
16.00
2.12
8.08
19.82

Standard deviation
(mg kg-1)
1.12
0.35
1.37
2.89
1.82
0.06
0.55
1.13
3.60
0.17
0.27
0.45

Mass
Balance
1.27
0.82
0.95
1.01
1.70
0.78
0.82
0.93

Table 2-9. Data for 3 month repartitioning experiment
Sample time/compound
Initial/PHEN
Initial/ANTC
Initial/B(k)F
Initial/B(a)P
24 hour/PHEN
24 hour/ANTC
24 hour/B(k)F
24 hour/B(a)P
One week/PHEN
One week/ANTC
One week /B(k)F
One week/B(a)P

Concentration
(mg kg-1)
10.46
2.85
10.10
21.85
11.61
2.32
4.46
19.79
14.14
1.84
8.59
19.05

Standard deviation
(mg kg-1)
1.12
0.35
1.37
2.89
1.49
0.42
0.07
1.17
5.08
0.36
0.77
1.91

Mass
Balance
1.15
0.81
0.45
0.91
1.44
0.68
0.88
0.89

2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Analysis of Kinetic and Equilibrium Constants
Biphasic behavior was observed for PAH desorption from IHC sediment corresponding
with previous work on other field-contaminated sediments (Lei et al., 2004). The desorption rate
constants and rapid release fraction from the kinetic model fit to the collected data for IHC
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sediment PAHs were consistent with those found in the literature (Birdwell et al., 2007). The
rapid release fraction was positively correlated to aqueous solubility (R2 = 0.95), while the rapid
release rate constants were inversely correlated to solubility (r = -0.85, R2 = 0.72). The ratio of
the rapid to slow desorption rate constants was 100-300 for all four compounds, which is typical
of results for field-contaminated sediment. One interesting aspect of the model fits was an
inverse relationship between the rapid fraction and rapid release rate constant (r = -0.77, R2 =
0.59).
Previous work has correlated the rapid release fraction to the contaminant fraction
removed during the first 24 hours of desorption (Shor et al., 2003). This was not found to be true
for the PAHs released from IHC sediment. In a comparison of the rapid fraction and the 24 hour
and 1 week data points, the chemical fraction released after 1 week was better correlated with the
rapid fraction (R2 = 0.93) than the fraction released in 24 hours (R2 = 0.74). The rapid fraction
was also found to be inversely correlated with the measured KOC values and this inverse
correlation was stronger for the KOC values determined on the XAD-2 treated samples, with the
Pearson coefficient decreasing from -0.80 for KOC determined on untreated sediment to -0.91 for
KOC of sediment treated with XAD-2 for one week. No significant correlations were found
between the rapid or slow desorption rate constants and any of the measured KOC values.
Phenanthrene is clearly released more quickly during the first 800 hours of desorption, as
shown in Figure 2-1 and Table 2-4, than the other PAHs, but at the end of the experiment has the
largest remaining fraction of any of the contaminants. Benzo(a)pyrene had a comparable initial
concentration but was more depleted at the end of the desorption experiment, so the effect does
not appear to be solely related to the initial chemical concentration, though in comparing
phenanthrene to anthracene the disparity in initial concentration may be an important factor. The
model parameters are able to account for this, ostensibly through a high rapid release fraction
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and lower desorption rate constants for phenanthrene, particularly the slow release rate constant
which was 2-7 fold smaller than the other PAHs. It is clear from the mathematics of the rate
constant model that for systems with similar kRapid values, as the quantity of labile chemical
increases the rate of chemical release will also increase. Therefore, even though phenanthrene
has a rapid release rate constant that is a factor of 2-3 smaller than those determined for the other
PAHs, its rapid release fraction, which is 2-4 times larger, compensates and accounts for the
precipitous drop in concentration during the first 30 days of desorption. The smaller slow rate
constant then leads to a higher final fraction remaining. As to why phenanthrene is retained while
the more hydrophobic contaminants desorb is unclear, though it could a result of the more
soluble chemical diffusing further into water-filled intraparticle pore spaces or water-saturated
SOM than the other PAHs leading to a longer diffusion path-length for the slow release
phenanthrene than for the other chemicals.
2.4.2 Repartitioning
The one and three month repartitioning experiments with IHC sediment indicate that
some redistribution may have taken place for anthracene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, and
benzo(a)pyrene. It is assumed that the rapid and slow release chemical fractions are associated
with distinct physical sites within the sediment matrix and that the desorption rate constants
determined previously are applicable to those domains. Chemical repartitioning may occur via
direct migration from one domain to the other or through an intermediary phase such as interand intraparticle porewater. There are three anticipated outcomes for this experiment: 1) no
repartitioning and therefore no regeneration of the rapid release fraction leading to desorption
profiles that are well described by the slow release constants in Table 2-4 determined in the
desorption experiments on the original sediment; 2) complete repartitioning between the rapid
and slow release domains leading to complete regeneration of the rapid release fraction and
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desorption profiles that are very similar to those determined for the original sediment; 3) some
intermediate degree of repartitioning with some regeneration of the rapid release fraction and
desorption profiles that fall between the two extreme cases.
Tables 2-10 and 2-11 show the measured fractions remaining after XAD-2 treatment for
24 hours and 1 week conducted following repartioning for one and three months, respectively
and estimated fractions remaining using equation 1-2 and the rate constants in Table 2-4. These
results show that in general for one month of repartitioning, the fractions remaining estimated
using only the slow release rate constants, which were calculated by setting the slow release
fraction to one and the rapid release fraction to zero, are higher than those determined
experimentally. Comparing the one-month repartitioning measured results to those estimated
using the desorption model with the full set of kinetic parameters it is evident that complete
repartitioning has not taken place. Following three months of repartitioning, again the slow rate
constant alone cannot account for the degree of desorption that has occurred. There is, however,
good agreement between the measured values and those estimated using equation 1-2 and the
complete sets of parameters in Table 2-4. Assuming these measured fractions remaining are
accurate, this indicates some change has occurred after one month, but that repartitioning is
nearly complete after three months.
Because the experiments were not conducted for longer repartitioning times it is unclear
if the fractions determined for the sediment prior to repartitioning will still be the equilibrium
endpoint for this system after the significant amount of handling it has undergone in the course
of these experiments. However, even if the system is no longer directly comparable to the
original material, a strong indication that repartitioning has occurred is the fact that for all but
two repartitioning data points the measured fraction remaining decreased between the one and
three month repartitioning experiments.
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Table 2-10. Measured and estimated fractions remaining during desorption following one month
of chemical repartitioning
Sample time/compound
Initial/PHEN
Initial/ANTC
Initial/B(k)F
Initial/B(a)P
24 hour/PHEN
24 hour/ANTC
24 hour /B(k)F
24 hour /B(a)P
One week/PHEN
One week/ANTC
One week /B(k)F
One week /B(a)P

Measured
Fraction
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.14
0.82
0.95
1.00
1.53
0.74
0.80
0.91

Full Kinetic
Slow Rate
Model
Constant only
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.79
1.00
0.81
0.99
0.89
1.00
0.91
0.99
0.54
0.99
0.71
0.90
0.82
0.97
0.85
0.96

Table 2-11. Measured and estimated fractions remaining during desorption following three
months of chemical repartitioning
Sample time/compound
Initial/PHEN
Initial/ANTC
Initial/B(k)F
Initial/B(a)P
24 hour/PHEN
24 hour/ANTC
24 hour /B(k)F
24 hour /B(a)P
One week/PHEN
One week/ANTC
One week /B(k)F
One week /B(a)P

Measured
Fraction
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.11
0.81
0.44
0.91
1.35
0.65
0.85
0.87

Full Kinetic
Slow Rate
Model
Constant only
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.79
1.00
0.81
0.99
0.89
1.00
0.91
0.99
0.54
0.99
0.71
0.90
0.82
0.97
0.85
0.96

2.4.3 Technical Comments
Tests performed by researchers at the Hazardous Substance Research Center S/SW
laboratories have shown that the direct sediment/XAD-2 mixing technique utilized here to
determine desorption kinetics produces similar results to other infinite sink desorption
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experiments using slurries (personal communication A. Kochetkov). The advantage of this
technique is that large quantities of sediment can be treated without a large aqueous volume.
Therefore more sediment can be treated efficiently and extraction samples can be larger, leading
to greater accuracy in the final results due to higher concentrations in sample extracts. The
experimenter must be careful however to insure that there is good mixing between the XAD-2
and sediment to insure uniform desorption behavior. The mass balance achieved after one month
of desorption is comparable to those achieved using other infinite sink techniques, though not as
high as those attained using gas purge and supercritical carbon dioxide methods (Hawthorne et
al., 2002). This would appear to make gas purge methods more attractive, however those
techniques do not appear to accurately simulate what occurs in aqueous systems and rate
constants determined from fitting gas purge data are not directly applicable to water desorption
(Saalfield et al., 2006). There are, however, issues with the sacrificial batch methods due to use
of absorbent resins. Because the polymeric materials used as HOC sorbents are similar to those
used to isolate dissolved organic matter (Aiken et al., 1992), it is possible that both Tenax and
XAD-2 resins are able to extract labile SOM from particle surfaces in such a way that
exaggerates or otherwise distorts desorption rates.
The error associated with all of the measurements required to obtain desorption profiles
for contaminated sediment are not trivial and even under the best circumstances will be very
high. Uncertainty in sediment PAH concentrations due to instrument variability alone, including
all necessary measurements, is estimated at 20% (Bruya and Costelas, 2005). This neglects
additional differences between samples due to the intrinsic heterogeneity of the sediment or
small discrepancies in handling that are arguably accounted for by measuring the standard
deviation or error between replicates. An important result of this experimental uncertainty is not
only uncertainty in measured concentrations but in regressed model parameters as well.
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Therefore it is imprudent to draw general conclusions regarding desorption phenomena using any
particular desorption data set.
2.5 Conclusions
The purpose of these experiments was to determine the PAH equilibrium and desorption
characteristics of Indiana Harbor Canal sediment in order to use the data in future modeling
endeavors involving this site and to test general hypotheses related to the thermodynamics and
kinetics of chemical desorption phenomena. The results of this study provide evidence of the
following:
1) The existence of two sorption domains present within sediment particles based on the
observation of increased partitioning following removal of the rapid release fraction
2) Redistribution of chemical between these sorption domains following depletion of the
rapid release fraction is possible and may occur over the course of months.
The implications of these findings are important for understanding the nature of chemical
interactions with sediment at the particle-scale, for developing remediation strategies and
understanding the behavior of sediment-chemical systems in the environment.
The PAH partition coefficients determined for IHC sediment following removal or partial
removal of the rapid release chemical fraction are, based on an extensive literature search, the
only such values explicitly described as measured KOC values for a slow release chemical
fraction for a field-contaminated sediment. KOC values following removal of the rapid release
fraction are larger than those of untreated sediment but differ on average by less than a factor of
three. While a two compartment partitioning or desorption model may not accurately describe
the wide range of potential sorption sites within SOM, the overwhelming evidence is that this
biphasic description is at least an excellent approximation of the bulk behavior of chemicals
bound to sediment particles. Therefore the lack of a more significant difference in partitioning
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between untreated and rapid release fraction-free systems is surprising from the viewpoint that
chemical partitioning is a major factor in the mechanism behind sediment-bound chemical fate
and transport. The implication could be that partitioning is a relatively minor factor in non-linear
sorption and biphasic desorption phenomena.
Observations in this study of potential chemical repartitioning are interesting but should
be viewed cautiously. The sample handling, treatment and separation methods required to
characterize and prepare sediment material for repartitioning experiments may distort the system
to the extent that the results are not entirely relevant. More work will need to be done in order to
determine if these results are representative of other systems and the methods applied should be
scrutinized and modified where concerns are found. The use of XAD-2 or other polymeric
sorbents is a factor that should almost certainly be changed. If the exclusion of such materials in
batch experiments is found to be unfeasible, techniques for isolating the bulk of the sediment
from the resin beads while allowing minimally restricted movement of the aqueous phase should
be explored to reduce the potential for perturbation of the particle surfaces by contact with a
material with such a high affinity not only for contaminants, but also for SOM.
In this study, practices were adopted to ensure the veracity of the data obtained and to
quantify the variability and uncertainty within that data. However, it is important to understand
that even using the best available methods and under the best conditions with minimal human
error, the accuracy of sacrificial batch desorption or partitioning experiments is limited due to the
array of measurements and amount of sample handling required to obtain sediment
concentrations and to maintain conservative conditions, i.e. maximum desorption driving force,
between the sediment and aqueous phases. Other techniques are available, but these methods
also have limitations regarding how representative they are of processes in the field. Conclusions
drawn from data obtained using imperfect methods must be considered carefully.
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CHAPTER 3
DESORPTION KINETICS OF HYDROPHOBIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS FROM
SEDIMENT TO WATER: A REVIEW OF DATA AND MODELS†
3.1 Summary
Resuspension of contaminated sediment can lead to the release of toxic compounds to
surface waters where they are more bioavailable and mobile. Because the timeframe of particle
resettling during such events is shorter than that needed to reach equilibrium, a kinetic approach
is required for modeling the release process. Due to the current inability of common theoretical
approaches to predict site specific release rates, empirical algorithms incorporating the
phenomenological assumption of biphasic, or fast and slow, release dominate the descriptions of
nonpolar organic chemical release in the literature. Two first-order rate constants and one
fraction are sufficient to characterize practically all of the data sets studied. These rate constants
were compared to theoretical model parameters and functionalities, including chemical
properties of the contaminants and physical properties of the sorbents, to determine if the trends
incorporated into the hindered diffusion model are consistent with the parameters used in curve
fitting. The results did not correspond to the parameter dependence of the hindered diffusion
model. No trend in desorption rate constants, for either fast or slow release, was observed to be
dependent on KOC or aqueous solubility for six and seven orders of magnitude, respectively. The
same was observed for aqueous diffusivity and sediment fraction organic carbon. The
distribution of kinetic rate constant values was approximately log-normal, ranging from 0.1 to 50
day-1 for the fast release (average ~5 day-1) and 0.0001 to 0.1 day-1 for the slow release (average

†

(c) 2007 SETAC. Reprinted with permission from Environ Toxicol Chem vol. 26, pp. 424-434,
2007.
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~0.03 day-1). The implications of these findings with regard to laboratory studies, theoretical
desorption process mechanisms, and water quality modeling needs are presented and discussed.
3.2 Introduction
Desorption rates for organic chemicals from suspended particles are important in
determining the multimedia transport behavior, availability to biota, and impact of bed-sediment
remediation activities at contaminated sites. Once in solution, these chemicals are more mobile
and reactive; they can evaporate to air, be absorbed by organisms, re-sorb to clean particles, and
be transported downstream. Rates of desorption have been characterized as biphasic (Johnson et
al., 2001) with the process consisting of an initial fast release phase, which is operationally
defined as the first twenty-four hours after suspension (Shor et al., 2003), followed by a slower
stage where release can take months or years to reach completion. Early attempts to model this
phenomenon applied the assumption of instantaneous equilibrium between the fast chemical
release and the aqueous phases (Karickhoff, 1980), with the slow release being controlled by
either a hindered pore diffusion or intraorganic matter diffusion mechanism (Brusseau et al.,
1991). This led to attempts to develop two-compartment and dual-mode empirical models of
desorption for hydrophobic organic contaminant (HOC) release from sediment to water (Firstorder Rate Constant model (Karickhoff, 1980); Macro/Mesopore and Organic Matter model
(Carroll et al., 1994); Intraparticle Diffusion model (Ball and Roberts, 1991). The rate
parameters in these models, first-order rate constants and effective diffusivities, are often
assumed to be functions of various contaminant and geosorbent properties, though to date no
generally applicable correlations have been reported confirming these assumptions and thereby
allowing estimation of desorption kinetics in other systems. In other words to date no tool for
accurate prediction of release rates a priori is available.
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The complex nature of geosorbents is the often-invoked explanation for the nonlinear
sorption and desorption behavior of organic chemicals associated with sediment and soil.
Properties of sediment particles are highly variable at any location, leading to a range of sizes,
porosities, and organic matter contents in even a small sample. Efforts to determine what
properties of sorbents are important for estimating desorption rates have focused on a few,
relatively easy to measure or conceptually simple, bulk-average parameters. It is more or less
universally accepted that the organic matter content and particle porosity are important
characteristics when examining desorption phenomena. Other factors, such as average particle
radius and surface area-to-volume ratio, are possibly important but their implications for
desorption rates are not clear.
3.2.1 Biphasic Desorption Modeling
A variety of possible sorption sites are present within geosorbents and some researchers
have indicated that this may explain the disparity in release rates (Shor et al., 2003; Ghosh et al.,
2000). Most of the recent attempts to develop speculative mechanisms for biphasic desorption
have focused on soil and sediment organic matter (SOM) and the movement of HOCs through
SOM has been described as analogous to diffusion through polymers since SOM has been
characterized as macromolecular (Pignatello and Xing, 1997; LeBoeuf and Weber, 2000).
Organic matter itself is highly heterogeneous and may represent a range of domains with varying
sorption affinities. Currently, the most common model describes two bulk types of SOM to
account for biphasic desorption based on polymer theory. These SOM components are a rigid,
glassy material and a more flexible, rubbery material. There is some question as to what types of
carbon these components are composed of (i.e., aliphatic or aromatic) and which material
accounts for slow release rates as shown by recent work using solid state nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (Hatcher et al., 2000; Hatcher et al., 2002; Gunasekara and Xing,
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2003).

However,

differential

scanning

calorimetry

(DeLapp

and

LeBoeuf,

2004),

thermogravimetric analysis (LeBoeuf and Weber, 2000), and other solid state NMR studies
(Cornelissen et al., 2000a; Rice et al., 2000) have shown this polymer-based rubbery/glassy
approach may represent a good first approximation for the complexity of SOM.
Sorption domains other than SOM exist within geosorbents and contribute to HOC
release. Mineral components provide surfaces on and within the particle to which HOCs can
adsorb; however, this is often considered a negligible factor for HOC sorption, as competition
from water for mineral sorption sites is significant (Ghosh et al., 2000). Another important factor
can be other organic sorbents within the sediment matrix. Non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL),
naturally occurring highly reduced carbonaceous material (black carbon), and combustion
residues (soot, charcoal, etc.) can provide regions of high contaminant affinity and sorption
capacity, leading to significantly retarded release rates compared with typical sand, silt, and clay
based geosorbents (Ghosh et al., 2000). Despite this well known geosorbent complexity, few
studies of desorption kinetics report more in the way of geosorbent properties than a fraction
organic carbon value and average particle size.
Diffusion models currently available to fit desorption data use varying numbers of fitting
parameters and measured properties. The effective diffusivity of the slow release rate process is
usually the most important fitting parameter. Sorbent and chemical properties incorporated as
model parameters are typically determined experimentally when possible, or these values are
estimated from empirical correlations or taken from reference material. Fick’s second law of
diffusion for spherical particles is the starting point for these models and solutions for a variety
of initial and boundary conditions are available (Crank, 1975); the main difference between them
is the factors controlling hindered diffusion. Of the models that have been used to describe HOC
desorption from geosorbents, some originally incorporated (while others have been modified
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with) a two-compartment assumption. These include the Polymer Diffusion model (Berens and
Huvard, 1981), Radial Diffusion model (Wu and Gschwend, 1986), the Intraorganic Matter
Diffusion model (Brusseau et al., 1991), Intraparticle Diffusion model (Ball and Roberts, 1991),
and the Macro-mesopore and Organic Matter Diffusion model (Shor et al., 2003).
One of the most commonly used empirical algorithms used to fit data and obtain release
rate parameters is the Two-compartment First-order Rate Constant (TFRC) model, based on the
phenomenological observation of biphasic desorption and the observed shape of desorption
profiles, which resemble exponential decay curves (Karickhoff, 1980; Carroll et al., 1994;
Cornelissen et al., 1998a). It is expressed mathematically in the following and other similar
forms (Lee et al., 2001; Johnson and Weber, 2001):
q(t )
= φFast ⋅ exp( − k Fast ⋅ t ) + (1 − φFast ) ⋅ exp( − kSlow ⋅ t )
q0

(3-1)

where;
q(t) = solid-phase chemical concentration at some time after t = 0 (mg kg-1)
q0 = initial solid-phase concentration prior to resuspension (mg kg-1)

φFast = fraction of the total fast desorbing chemical present
kFast = first-order rate constant for the fast release chemical fraction (day-1)
kSlow = first-order rate constant for the slow release chemical fraction (day-1).
The original application of this approach to modeling desorption phenomena is attributed to
Karickhoff (1980) and has been modified by DePinto and Autenrieth (1991), who removed the
instantaneous equilibration of the fast release compartment, as well as Cornelissen and coworkers (Cornelissen et al., 2000b; van Noort et al., 2003), who added a third, very slow release
compartment and rate constant. The empirical TFRC model is used and accepted by many
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investigators as a valid kinetic data interpretive model (Karickhoff, 1980; Carroll et al., 1994;
Cornelissen et al., 1998a).
3.2.2 Model Parameters
The first-order rate constant approach is used to approximate diffusion where the kinetic
parameters represent an apparent diffusivity multiplied or divided by some correction factor and
then divided by the square of a characteristic length scale for diffusion (Wu and Gschwend,
1986), the nature of both being determined by the assumed mechanism(s) incorporated into the
particular model. Typical mechanisms are based on the various diffusion theories applied to
organic chemical desorption, as reviewed by DePinto and Gong (1998), and include pore
diffusion, surface diffusion, and intraorganic matter diffusion.
Relationships between effective diffusivities and first-order rate constants have been
proposed by several investigators (Brusseau et al., 1991; Carroll et al., 1994; Ball and Roberts,
1991). Shor et al. (2003) reviewed these and other sources for correlation of observed
diffusivities through porous spherical particles to molecular (aqueous) diffusivities to obtain a
general relationship accounting for physical and chemical resistances leading to retarded
diffusion. These have been collected into the proposed relationship between rate constants and
diffusivities, yielding the following equation:
k=

Daq
RC ⋅ RP ⋅ l

2

Daq

=

ε

−1

3

ρ
⎛
⎞
⋅ ⎜1 + ⋅ K OC ⋅ f OC ⎟ ⋅ l 2
ε
⎝
⎠

(3-2)

where k is a first-order rate constant (time-1), Daq is the aqueous diffusivity of the chemical of
interest at the temperature of the system (length2 time-1), RC represents the chemical resistance to
desorption in the form of thermodynamic partitioning (attributed to organic matter) correlated to
the organic carbon-water partition coefficient, KOC (solution-volume particle-mass-1), modified
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by the fraction organic carbon fOC (carbon-mass particle-mass-1), bulk particle density ρ (mass
volume-1) and the particle porosity ε (volume-voids total-volume-1); RP represents the physical
resistance to desorption (attributed to tortuosity) correlated to particle porosity, ε, to the negative
one-thirds power, and l is a characteristic length scale, usually assumed to be related to average
particle size.
A major issue for all of the theory based models is a proper conceptualization and
mechanistic understanding of the actual processes governing desorption of organic chemicals
from geosorbents. The existence of a significant amount of published data employing similar
experimental techniques and the same empirical algorithm (Eqn. 3-1) to summarize the results
provides an opportunity to test the veracity of mechanisms purported to describe HOC release
from suspended sediments. To that end, the goals of this study were to: collect first-order
desorption rate constants from studies employing similar experimental methods to compare with
bulk descriptors of chemical behavior, geosorbent structure, and chemical-geosorbent interaction
that are mainstays of hindered diffusion arguments and determine if the anticipated trends are
observed; sort the data into subsets by chemical type, sediment properties, contamination history,
and experimental differences to determine if the sorted data differs significantly from the overall
data set in their relationship with system properties; and examine the distribution of rate constant
values of the total and sorted data sets to assess their normality.
3.3 Approach
Literature studies on HOC desorption from freshwater sediment were collected and
reviewed to compare sample sources and contamination history (field-contaminated or
laboratory-inoculated sediment), experimental methods employed, and desorption model(s)
applied to the data collected. From these reports, studies of both field-contaminated and
laboratory-inoculated geosorbents employing the TFRC model and an infinite-dilution condition
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experimental procedure were selected for analysis (Johnson et al., 2001; Ghosh et al., 2000;
Cornelissen et al., 1998a; Cornelissen et al., 2000b; van Noort et al., 2003; Cornelissen et al.,
1998b; Kan et al., 2000; 31; Northcott and Jones, 2001), though data from one study using a twocompartment diffusion-based model (Shor et al., 2003) and two studies where a threecompartment First-order Rate Constant model (ten Hulscher et al., 1999: Kukkonen et al., 2003)
were also included and biphasic rate constants were calculated from information taken from
these sources. In addition, chemical and geosorbent properties reported in these studies were
collected. The chemical properties included aqueous solubilities, organic carbon-water partition
coefficients, particle-porewater partition coefficients, and diffusivities. The sediment properties
collected were porosity, fOC, and average particle size. Additional information collected for
laboratory-inoculated material included the contact times between the sorbent and contaminants
and the initial contaminant loadings.
An assumption of this study was that first-order rate constants from the TFRC model
would provide a basis for comparison of non-reactive compounds with low solubility using
similar experimental methods at similar conditions. To help ensure the validity of this
assumption, the data collected for this study had to come from experiments performed at roughly
the same temperature (between 22 and 25°C) with only stable, nonvolatile, low solubility
chemicals. The effect of temperature on desorption kinetics is well documented (Johnson and
Weber, 2003; Werth and Reinhard, 1997; Cornelissen et al., 1997a) and has shown an Arrheniuslike dependence. Another area of concern was the method for removal of the desorbed chemicals
from the aqueous phase during the experiments and the control of microbial activity. Data sets
from studies employing Tenax® TA (Scientific Instrument Sciences, Ringoes, NJ, USA)
(Johnson et al., 2001; Cornelissen et al., 1997b; Zhao and Pignatello, 2004), XAD-4 (Ghosh et
al., 2000), and XAD-2 (Rohm and Haas, Philadelphia, PA, USA) (Northcott and Jones, 2001;
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Lei et al., 2004) resin techniques, which allow maintenance of an infinite dilution condition
during the desorption process, were the only data sets considered for analysis. These resin
techniques are widely accepted for accurate simulation or conservative estimation of field
conditions during resuspension (Hawthorne et al., 2001). The studies reviewed also incorporated
a biocide for control of microbial activity (mercury chloride or sodium azide) to prevent
degradation of the contaminants. Data sets from studies using autoclaving were excluded due to
concerns over the effect of high temperatures on SOM.
Data sources included studies of field-contaminated and laboratory-inoculated material to
broaden the available data pool and to determine if significant differences in chemical release
rates exist between geosorbents with different contamination histories. Many short (less than 10
d) to long-term (greater than 3 months) experiments have been conducted by spiking clean
sediment with a solution of chemicals to observe the effects of contact time and loading (Johnson
et al., 2001; Lee at al., 2001; Cornelissen et al., 1997) and successive sorption and desorption
cycles (Kan et al., 1997).
The chemical and geosorbent properties examined were either reported in the same
articles from which rate constants were obtained or were taken from readily available references
(USEPA, 1996; Jones, 2005; Chiou, 2002; Thibodeaux, 1996). No implication of veracity for
some properties known to be highly variable (solubility, partition coefficients, etc.) is intended,
however the order of magnitude reliability of all data taken from the references is considered to
be sufficient for the purposes of this study.
3.3.1 Conversion of Selected Data Sets to the TFRC Model
Among the available literature on HOC desorption rate constants, there are three
extensive studies on field-contaminated sediments that use alternatives to the TFRC model for
data interpretation. Since the focus of this research is chemical release during dredging of
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contaminated sediment these studies were of particular interest. The study by Shor et al. (2003)
applied the Macro/Mesopore and Intraorganic Matter Diffusion model and obtained effective
diffusivities, and the other studies by ten Hulscher et al. (1999) and Kukkonen et al. (2003) used
the three-compartment first-order rate constant model, which includes a very slow release
fraction and rate constant. In order to make the Shor et al. data comparable to the other data sets,
the fast and slow effective diffusivities were converted to fast and slow release rate constants
using the diffusivities and average particle radii determined in the study with the following
relationship (Carroll et al., 1994; Ball and Roberts, 1991; Talley et al., 2002):
⎛D ⎞
k = 15⎜ eff
2 ⎟
⎝ a ⎠

(3-3)

where;
k = first-order rate constant (time-1)
Deff = effective diffusivity (m2 s-1)
a = diffusional distance approximated as the average sediment particle radius (m).
The three-compartment rate constants were converted to the TFRC model by using the reported
fast, slow, and very slow fractions and rate constants to generate desorption profiles which were
then refit using the TFRC model to reduce the five parameter fit to a three parameter form. Data
were generated using Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA, USA) and kFast, kSlow, and φFast were
determined using the Excel solver (Microsoft and Frontline Systems, Incline Village, NV, USA)
which generated TFRC fits with r2 > 0.98 for all data sets.
3.3.2 Properties Not Analyzed in this Study
Some properties of contaminant-geosorbent systems, as well as independent parameters
which are arguably relevant to desorption kinetics, are often underreported. These include
particle size distributions, solid phase porosities, solid phase loadings, and details of the
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contamination (when it started, how long it lasted, etc.). Some of these properties and factors
may be difficult to measure or estimate and are therefore not included in many studies of HOC
desorption.
Comparison of rate constant data to particle porosity was not possible due to the lack of
porosity data available in the reviewed sources. The solid-phase loading has been shown to be an
influential factor for desorption rates and the distribution of chemical between fast and slow
release fractions in a particular sample (Johnson et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2001). This can be
controlled and observed with laboratory-prepared samples but is difficult to demonstrate with
historically polluted sediment due to the homogenization of sample material from contaminated
sites and the lack of long-term sampling. The contact time between sorbent and sorbate is also
known to change desorption kinetics, leading to smaller rate constants and larger pools of slow
release chemical (Lee et al., 2001; Cornelissen et al., 1997b; Pignatello and Lu, 2002), but
insufficient data exist to correlate this aging or conditioning effect to kinetics for fieldcontaminated material. Therefore, due to insufficient data no attempt was made to correlate
particle porosity, solid-phase loading, or contact time to desorption rate constants.
The length, l, in Equation 3-2 is typically interpreted as being related to particle size. The
square dependence is very strong and theoretically, this should be one of the most significant
independent variables regulating desorption kinetics. However, the effect of particle size is
unclear and somewhat controversial. While important, to date, there is no evidence of a specific
particle size effect, owing primarily to limited knowledge regarding particle structure and how or
if particle size relates to organic matter distribution and pore structure. Average particle radius or
diameter appears in some models but the validity of its use is questionable, since particle size
distributions are often non-Gaussian and there have been reports that large and small particles
exhibit different desorption behavior (Shor et al., 2003; Talley et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002).
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Models sometimes use average particle size as a characteristic length-scale or diffusion
pathlength to accompany other physical resistances to desorption, such as porosity and tortuosity.
The major sink for HOCs in geosorbents is generally accepted to be SOM, but the
distribution of SOM on and within particles is not currently known or observable so the diffusion
pathlength from SOM is potentially unrelated to particle radius. Since particle size is a readily
measurable property and the implementation into diffusion models is conceptually simple, the
assumption that desorption occurs uniformly from particle surfaces is appealing but unjustifiable
unless predicated on the supposition that contaminants reside throughout the particle structure,
an assumption that is contradicted by recent findings (Talley et al., 2002).
The focus of this study on the TFRC model was partly due to the small number of
coefficients it contains relative to other models, which use assumed values or additional fitting
parameters to estimate effective diffusivities. In a comparison of various models for
phenanthrene desorption, Johnson et al. (2001) reported that, whether based on diffusivities or
rate constants, any of the two-compartment/biphasic models essentially fit the data equally well.
To date there has been limited success in correlating contaminant and geosorbent
properties to chemical release rates from suspended particles (van Noort et al., 2003), and an
apparent lack of available techniques for making accurate measurements of the properties used in
diffusion models to describe the desorption process has limited progress in this area. It is our
contention that the simple bulk parameters incorporated into the aforementioned diffusion-based
models are not useful for developing a mechanistically valid chemodynamic description of HOC
desorption from sediment particles. To address these issues and evaluate the available data, a
large body of literature rate constant values have been reviewed, compared, and analyzed versus
a series of commonly reported bulk descriptors.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
The results of surveying the literature yielded a total of eleven studies that suited our
purposes (including the three requiring parameter adjustment). These data sets represent 34
different soils and sediments (11 field-contaminated, 23 laboratory-inoculated), 33 different
chemical contaminants and mixtures, and 270 total data points (Johnson et al., 2001; Ghosh et
al., 2000; Cornelissen et al., 1998a; Cornelissen et al., 2000b; van Noort et al., 2003; Cornelissen
et al., 1998b; Kan et al., 2000; Hawthorne et al., 2002; Northcott and Jones, 2001). Due to its
simplicity and direct link to the diffusion-based models, the TFRC was found to be one of the
most common models used in desorption studies. In the following four sections the collected
desorption rate constants will be displayed against four parameters: solubility, KOC, aqueous
diffusivity, and fOC, as a visual test of any correlation. Later sections will focus on the statistical
analysis of the total and sorted data sets and the theoretical model embodied by Equation 2 will
be examined using the collected parameters and estimated bulk densities, porosities, and
characteristic lengths.
3.4.1 Aqueous Solubility
Aqueous solubility is the basic thermodynamic measure of chemical potential for
mobility in water. It represents the simplest and most conservative estimate for the desorption
driving force of particle-to-water chemical release and is examined first to discern if any
hydrophobic effect on desorption kinetics is observed. Values for aqueous solubility were taken
from reference sources (USEPA, 1996; Jones, 2005; Chiou, 2002; Thibodeaux, 1996) and
directly from the literature studies when available. Solubility values reported for the same
chemical in multiple sources did not vary more than 10%. Figure 3-1 shows that for the HOCs
studied, aqueous solubility ranged over seven orders of magnitude (0.0001-1000 mg L-1).
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Though more soluble compounds were expected to have higher desorption rate constants, the
results here show no such trend.

Figure 3-1. Correlation plot of fast (●) and slow (○) desorption rate constants with contaminant
aqueous solubility. Dashed and dotted lines represent average kFast and kSlow values, respectively.
The lack of any discernible trend between aqueous solubility and desorption rate
constants was surprising considering that a study of fluxes from sediment beds contaminated
with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) showed a strong correlation (r2 = 0.82) between
release rates and solubility (Helmstetter and Alden, 1994). However, it is clear that flux from bed
sediments at ambient conditions (i.e., no stirring) is not the same as desorption from resuspended
particles. The energy input of resuspension events and the relative isolation of suspended
particles from each other indicate that another approach is necessary, but as Equation 2 shows,
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the current theoretical structure behind release from suspended particles does not include a
component to account for these differences directly. This additional energy input may account
for the lack of significant differences between the release kinetics of compounds with very
different solubilities. The solubilities of PAHs and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are known
to decrease with increasing molecular volume (Wilcock et al., 1996), and it may be that large,
highly insoluble compounds, though strongly associated with sediment particles, cannot
penetrate into SOM or small pore structures to the same extent as smaller HOCs and are
therefore primarily associated with the particle surface and near-surface SOM (Ghosh et al.,
2000). During resuspension, in addition to the concentration driving force that leads to flux from
the bed, the additional energy from resuspension enhances the release of surface-bound
chemicals, whereas the smaller, more soluble compounds have diffused further into the particle
structures where more hydrophobic domains are likely to exist (Pignatello and Xing, 1997),
increasing the diffusion pathlength to the aqueous phase and decreasing their affinity for it. It
should be noted that this line of reasoning is somewhat contrary to the more commonly held
view that rapidly desorbing HOCs are, in general, found in the surface regions of particles.
3.4.2 Organic Carbon-Water Partition Coefficient
Partition coefficients are commonly used to describe the effects of thermodynamic phase
distribution on the mobility of chemicals between two phases. Due to the great diversity found in
SOM and particle structure, it is generally accepted that partition coefficients vary based on the
specific make-up of the organic matter matrix at a particular location and are, therefore,
properties of both the contaminant and sediment. In environmental fate and transport modeling
of both groundwater and suspended sediments, partitioning behavior is often described by either
a particle-porewater (Kd), organic carbon-water (KOC), or octanol-water (KOW) partition
coefficient. It is well known that these parameters are directly related to aqueous solubility.
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Typically, Kd is measured by contacting the contaminant, sediment of interest, and an aqueous
electrolyte solution (to simulate surface and groundwater ionic strength) for 10 to 30 d or longer
in a well-mixed batch reactor or by use of the same materials in a chromatographic column (Xu
et al., 2001). The KOC can be determined from the measurement of Kd and the sediment fOC,
which can be determined by total organic carbon or elemental analyses. The Kd and KOC are,
therefore, related by K d = K OC ⋅ f OC .
The KOW describes chemical partitioning between n-octanol and water phases, and has
been found to correlate well with measured KOC values as shown here (Schwarzenbach et al.,
1993):

logK OC = 0.82 ⋅ logK OW + 0.44

(3-4)

This provides an alternative approximation of chemical affinity for organic carbon when
measured values are not available.
Partition coefficients are used to theoretically describe the chemical retardation effect of
SOM during the desorption process. It is well accepted that increased hydrophobicity, coupled
with pore-fluid diffusion contributes to slow desorption kinetics, as shown in Equation 2, where
the effective diffusivity is inversely proportional to KOC. Inverse dependence of desorption rate
constants and effective diffusivities on KOC has been observed in several studies (Carroll et al.,
1994; Wu and Gschwend, 1986; Niedermeier and Loehr, 2005) but not in all. The KOC and the
related partition coefficients have also been incorporated into the Intraorganic Matter Diffusion
and Macro/Mesopores and Organic Matter diffusion models.
Collecting representative KOC values for the measured rate constants was problematic.
Many of the kinetic studies did not measure KOC for the specific contaminant-geosorbent systems
investigated. When KOC values were reported they were used in this analysis. In addition to using
the values reported in the kinetic studies, KOC data for all compounds were taken from reference
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material available from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1996) and Lancaster
University (http://www.lec.lancs.ac.uk/ccm/research/database/index.htm). The KOC values
reported in the kinetic studies showed order of magnitude agreement with these reference
sources. This is consistent with the available data, which show that for various soils and
sediments, KOC is unlikely to vary significantly for any particular chemical (Jones, 2005).
Therefore, the reference values were assumed to be representative of the geosorbents studied.
Figure 3-2 shows KOC plotted against fast and slow desorption rate constants. Equation 32 indicates that an inverse relationship between KOC and kFast and kSlow should be observed,
assuming the same mechanism applies to both. Figure 3-2 shows no such relationship and in fact,
there does not appear to be any relationship between KOC and the desorption rate constants
according to this plot. The solid line appearing in Figure 3-2 represents the theoretical model
from Equation 2 fixed at k = 0.03 d-1 (the average of the slow rate constants) and KOC = 105 L kg1

. It is worth noting that this plot represents nearly six orders of magnitude of KOC and there is

significant scatter in kFast and kSlow across the entire KOC range. The rate constants are within two
ranges on the plot; the fast release rate constants vary between 0.1 and 50 d-1 (average 5.03 d-1),
and the slow release rate constants varying between 0.0001 and 0.1 d-1 (average 0.03 d-1).
Virtually identical results were observed with field-contaminated and laboratory-inoculated
sorbents when kFast and kSlow were plotted against both KOC and KOW (not shown).
3.4.3 Aqueous Diffusivity
Diffusion processes, through water and the sorbed phase, have been accepted as the mass
transport mechanisms behind nearly all conceptual work regarding HOC sorption to, and
desorption from, geosorbents (Ball and Roberts, 1991; Luthy et al., 1997; Pignatello and Xing,
1996). Hindered diffusion is the most invoked mechanism behind slow desorption rates, though
it has also been used to calculate fast release rates (Shor et al., 2003). Therefore, it seems clear
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that desorption rate constants and effective diffusivities would be directly proportional to
aqueous diffusivity. The aqueous diffusivity range for PAHs, PCBs, and chlorinated solvents is
small, covering less than an order of magnitude (5 × 10-6 – 9 × 10-6 cm2 s-1), perhaps too small to
account for the wide range of desorption rate constants reported. However, the aqueous
diffusivity is integrated into every major desorption model in the literature and must be
considered a likely independent parameter to correlate with the observed kinetic rate constants.

Figure 3-2. Correlation plot of fast (●) and slow (○) desorption rate constants with contaminant
organic carbon-water partition coefficients. Solid line represents the theoretical model (Eqn. 3-2)
adjusted to k = 0.032 d-1 at KOC = 105 L kg-1 with ε = 0.5, fOC = 0.05, and ρ = 1.65 g cm-3. Dashed
and dotted lines represent average kFast and kSlow values, respectively.
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Figure 3-3. Correlation plot of fast (●) and slow (○) desorption rate constants with contaminant
aqueous diffusivity. Solid line represents the theoretical model (Eqn. 2) adjusted to k = 0.032 d-1
at Daq = 7E-6 cm2 s-1 with ε = 0.5, fOC = 0.05, and ρ = 1.65 g cm-3. Dashed and dotted lines
represent average kFast and kSlow values, respectively.
Aqueous diffusivities for HOCs were taken from references sources (USEPA, 1996;
Thibodeaux, 1996). In the case of multicomponent rate constants, primarily Aroclors and other
PCB mixtures, average values were used. Figure 3-3 shows that the aqueous diffusivities for the
compounds of interest plotted against kFast and kSlow and no trends are apparent from the plot.
Despite the relationship in Equation 3-2, which suggests that the first-order rate constants should
increase with aqueous diffusivity, no such trend was observed. The model line appearing in
Figure 3 represents the theoretical functionality of Equation 2 fixed at k = 0.03 d-1 and Daq = 7 ×
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10-6 cm2 s-1; clearly the line does not represent the trend of the data, though the effect of
diffusivity in the hindered diffusion model is obviously minimal.
3.4.4 Fraction Organic Carbon
Organic matter is considered the most important component of sediments with regards to
sorption and desorption behavior of HOCs. The fOC of a sediment is a relatively simple property
to measure and is necessary to calculate KOC values for contaminants at a specific site. The effect
of fOC on desorption behavior is not clear beyond the effect it has on KOC, which indicates that a
higher fOC would lead to slower effective desorption rates as shown in Equation 3-2. It could also
be argued that a larger fOC would indicate a longer desorption pathlength for chemicals to move
through in order to reach the aqueous phase, though testing this hypothesis would require
information about the particle-organic matter interface that is currently unavailable.
All values for fOC shown in Figure 3-4 were taken directly from the same sources as the
reported rate constants and represent site specific values for the soils and sediments used in those
studies. The majority (75%) of the sediments had fOC values between 0.01 and 0.1. No
correlation was found between fOC and the fast and slow rate constants as shown in Figure 4.
Though most geosorbents had fOC values within a narrow range, two soils with added soot and
contaminated with oil gas (Hawthorne et al., 2002) had fOC’s of 0.29 and 0.87 (not shown in Fig.
4) and were also included. The rate constants reported for these soils were well within the range
for the other geosorbents. Separate assessment of Kd, calculated using Equation 3-3, also showed
no correlation to the biphasic rate constants collected in this study (not shown).
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Figure 3-4. Correlation plot of fast (●) and slow (○) desorption rate constants with fOC. Dashed
and dotted lines represent average kFast and kSlow values, respectively.
Table 3-1. Summary of statistical analyses performed with desorption rate constants and
sediment and chemical properties (aAqueous Solubility (mg L-1), bOrganic carbon-water partition
coefficient (L kg-1), cAqueous Diffusivity (cm s-2), dFraction organic carbon, eFast first-order rate
constant (d-1), fSlow first-order rate constant (d-1), gPolycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
h
Polychlorinated biphenyls, and iChlorinated benzenes/solvents.
Data set (Average k,
Variance, No.
datapoints)
Total kFaste
(5.03, 83.0, 206)
Total kSlowf
(0.03, 0.041, 269)
Chemicals
PAHg kFast
(6.08, 117.3, 129)
PCBh kFast
(1.69, 6.28, 42)

Sa
(r)

KOCb
(r)

Daqc
(r)

fOCd
(r)

S
(r 2)

KOC
(r 2)

Daq
(r 2)

fOC
(r 2)

0.087

-0.218

-0.003

-0.088

0.008

0.048

7E-6

0.008

-0.052

-0.244

-0.109

-0.067

0.003

0.060

0.012

0.005

0.124

-0.242

-0.124

-0.145

0.015

0.059

0.015

0.021

-0.113

-0.251

0.168

0.584

0.013

0.063

0.028

0.341
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(table 3-1 continued)
CB/Si kFast
(4.97, 29.02, 32)
PAH kSlow
(0.03, 0.002, 134)
PCB kSlow
(0.02, 0.001, 64)
CB/S kSlow
(0.05, 0.002, 71)
Geosorbents
fOC<0.03 kFast
(5.64, 93.9, 80)
0.03< fOC <0.05 kFast
(4.19, 77.9, 51)
0.05< fOC <0.1 kFast
(7.22, 116.2, 43)
fOC >0.1 kFast
(2.15, 8.58, 27)
fOC <0.03 kSlow
(0.03, 0.002, 82)
0.03< fOC <0.05 kSlow
(0.03, 0.002, 72)
0.05< fOC <0.1 kSlow
(0.03, 0.001, 43)
fOC >0.1 kSlow
(0.02, 0.001,32)
History
Laboratory kFast
(4.15, 73.1, 94)
Field kFast
(6.28, 120.6, 116)
Laboratory kSlow
(0.04, 0.002, 151)
Field kSlow
(0.02, 0.001, 118)
Experimental
Tenax kFast
(6.02, 116.5, 135)
XAD kFast
(2.55, 11.15, 55)
Tenax kSlow
(0.04, 0.001, 198)
XAD kSlow
(0.03, 0.003, 55)

0.284

-0.237

0.201

0.275

0.080

0.056

0.041

0.076

-0.089

-0.227

-0.130

-0.187

0.008

0.052

0.017

0.035

-0.241

-0.267

0.011

0.324

0.058

0.071

1E-4

0.011

-0.286

-0.125

-0.348

0.238

0.082

0.016

0.121

0.057

0.129

-0.220

-0.027

0.268

0.017

0.049

0.001

0.072

-0.118

-0.256

0.103

-0.022

0.014

0.066

0.011

0.001

0.209

-0.242

0.096

-0.063

0.044

0.059

0.009

0.004

0.116

-0.388

-0.200

-0.174

0.014

0.151

0.040

0.030

-0.048

-0.176

-0.091

0.148

0.002

0.031

0.008

0.022

0.079

-0.040

0.137

-0.258

0.006

0.156

0.019

0.067

-0.276

0.198

-0.148

-0.008

0.076

0.039

0.022

7E-5

-0.185

-0.186

-0.593

-0.081

0.034

0.035

0.351

0.007

0.126

-0.206

0.134

-0.136

0.016

0.042

0.018

0.018

-0.079

-0.232

-0.096

-0.156

0.006

0.054

0.009

0.024

-0.125

-0.274

-0.169

0.185

0.016

0.075

0.028

0.034

0.153

-0.208

-0.002

-0.166

0.024

0.043

3E-6

0.024

-0.028

-0.267

0.032

-0.027

0.001

0.071

0.001

0.001

0.066

-0.076

-0.166

-0.192

0.004

0.006

0.028

0.037

-0.008

-0.326

-0.027

0.245

6E-5

0.106

0.001

0.001

-0.070

-0.132

-0.128

-0.249

0.005

0.017

0.016

0.062
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3.4.5 Statistical Analysis
The results in Table 3-1 clearly show that the sorted rate constant data sets had no
correlation with any of the four properties tested, indicating that the results from the overall data
set are not an artifact. The means and variances for all subsets in all categories were very similar,
with the average kFast varying from 1.69 to 7.22 d-1 and the average kSlow ranging from 0.02 to
0.05 d-1. However, ANOVA testing indicated that some differences between subsets in some
categories were significant. When sorted by chemical type, the average kFast of PCBs (1.69 d-1)
was lower than both PAHs (6.08 d-1) and chlorinated solvents (4.97 d-1), while the average kSlow
of the chlorinated solvents (0.05 d-1) was higher than those of the PAHs and PCBs (0.03 and 0.02
d-1). Differences between the average kSlow for laboratory (0.04 d-1) and field contaminated (0.02
d-1) data sets were significant, as were average kFast values determined with Tenax (6.02 d-1) and
XAD resins (2.55 d-1). No significant differences were found between the fOC sorted data sets.
The differences between the chemical classes indicate that there may be some compound
dependence for HOC release. The differences in kSlow for laboratory and field samples could be
viewed as substantiation of the aging effect on geosorbent contamination, as the contact times in
laboratory experiments are significantly shorter than those encountered in the field (Johnson et
al., 2001). As for the differences based on the resin used, this may be an artifact of the small
number of data sets using XAD, or it could indicate that Tenax and XAD do not sorb HOCs at
the same rate (Zhao and Pignatello, 2004).
Analysis of the subsets revealed average fast and slow rate constants that were very
similar, and though the ANOVA testing indicated some differences within the categories, the
results suggest normality within the overall data set. Histograms for kFast and kSlow values were
constructed and are shown in Figure 3-5. The results show that the collections of fast and slow
rate constants have distributions that can be described as log-normal. Despite the wide range of
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chemical and geosorbent properties represented here, the kinetics of HOC desorption as
described by the TFRC model are centered on two mean values; approximately 5 d-1 for the fast
release and approximately 0.05 d-1 for the slow release. Further analysis of the data from
individual studies showed that the no particular set of rate constants from any single study or
group of studies skewed the distribution. The sorted data sets discussed previously showed
similar distributions. Each study showed a range and distribution of kFast and kSlow values
comparable to the overall data set.

Figure 3-5. Histogram showing the distribution of fast and slow desorption rate constants.

3.4.6 Predicted Rate Constants
Using Equation 3-2, it is possible to estimate desorption rate constants with information
on the chemical(s) and sediment(s) of interest. For the data sets analyzed, it was not possible to
compare the reported rate constants generated by fitting data to the TFRC model to those
calculated using Equation 3-2 due to the lack of sufficient porosity, bulk density, and particle
size data. However, it is instructive to compare probable values calculated using the model with
assumed values for those parameters and the fOC, KOC, and diffusivity data collected. The
following values were assumed: bulk density was set at 1.65 g cm-1 for all calculations; two
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values for particle porosity were used, φ1 = 0.3 and φ2 = 0.5, which bracket the anticipated range
of sediment porosities (Shor et al., 2003); characteristic lengths employed were l1 = 0.05 cm and
l2 = 0.005 cm. The KOC values from reference sources were used rather than those from specific
studies. The only site specific term was fOC.

Figure 3-6. First-order rate constants calculated using Equation 3-2 with literature values of fOC
(distribution of values shown in lower right hand corner), reference values for KOC and aqueous
diffusivity, and assumed values for porosity and diffusion path-length. The two ellipses represent
the range of experimentally determined kFast and kSlow values reported in the literature (PCBs =
polychlorinated biphenyls). Porosity = 0.3, Length = 0.05 cm: values (○) and power law fit (solid
line); Porosity = 0.3, Length = 0.005 cm: values (∆) and power law fit (dotted line); Porosity =
0.5, Length = 0.05 cm: values (□) and power law fit (dash-dotted line); Porosity = 0.5, Length =
0.005 cm: values (x) and power law fit (dashed line).
Predicted first-order rate constants were calculated and are shown in Figure 3-6 along
with a histogram of the distribution of fOC values. Four sets of simulated rate constants were
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calculated using different combinations of the assumed porosities and characteristic lengths (φ1,
l1; φ1, l2; φ2, l1; and φ2, l2). Because they were calculated using assumed porosities and
characteristic lengths, the predicted rate constants are not directly comparable to the reported kFast
and kSlow values. However, the calculated rate constants were, for the most part, well within the
range of fast and slow rate constants generated by the TFRC model, as illustrated by the ellipses,
representing the range of measured kFast and kSlow, in Figure 3-6. Those rate constants calculated
using the shorter length are similar to kFast, while rate constants for the low solubility compounds
calculated with the longer length are analogous to kSlow. This illustrates why the mechanisms
represented by Equation 3-2 are so pervasive; using nothing but measured values or reasonable
assumptions of chemical and sediment properties, rate constants can be estimated that are
comparable to those determined from experimental results. The plot also shows that a solubility
correlation should be expected, due to the link between solubility and KOC, something that was
not observed in the literature data.
3.5 Implications
The hindered diffusion model represented by Equation 3-2 makes no distinction between
fast and slow release and the same mechanisms are often assumed for both. The rubbery/glassy
paradigm indicates that different types of SOM would exhibit different sorption affinities for
HOCs (Pignatello and Xing, 1996) and therefore different values of KOC which could lead to fast
and slow rate constants. Different desorption path-lengths, pore size distributions, and the
presence of other sorbents in the sediment matrix may also account for the biphasic profiles
exhibited for HOC desorption and are not incorporated into the simple model. Unfortunately, to
date there is no way to distinguish and characterize the sorptive phases within a geosorbent
matrix in such a way as to enable prediction of desorption behavior for any chemical species.
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In many of the studies from which fast and slow desorption rate constants were obtained,
95% confidence limits or values for standard deviation were given for the experimental data
reported. These confidence limits varied from between 2% up to over 100% of the reported
values in some rare cases, though most limits were in the 10 to 30% range. It should be noted
that these errors are statistically high despite the fact that nearly all of the measurements
contributing to the reported rate constants were made in triplicate. The uncertainty in reported
PAH concentrations in geosorbents due to instrument variability has been estimated at 20% after
considering all measurements necessary to obtain those concentrations (Bruya and Costelas,
2005). One result of this experimental uncertainty is potential error in regressed model
parameters. More than one set of rate constants can often describe a desorption profile equally
well and the parameters generated by the TFRC model are sensitive to the initial guesses used in
regression. These are weaknesses of any fitting algorithm and may help explain the lack of
dependence of kFast and kSlow on the properties discussed here. It is therefore possible that
fundamental problems with fitting environmental data combined with a need to improve
experimental methods accounts for the observations presented here.
Several studies have looked for and reported relationships between TFRC model
parameters and chemical properties, but they have mainly involved the fast and slow release
fractions, or ratios thereof, and Kd, KOC, or KOW (Cornelissen et al., 2000b; Helmstetter and
Alden, 1994). The results indicate that chemicals with higher partition coefficients show larger
slow fractions than those with lower partition coefficients. But no relevant comparisons were
found connecting rate constants to the properties discussed in this study. The only property that
has been shown to affect rate constants is temperature which, as mentioned earlier, shows an
Arrhenius-like dependence. Two studies were identified that linked desorption effective
diffusivities with chemical properties. Carroll et al. (1994) found that the effective diffusivity of
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PCB desorption decreased with increasing molecular size and chlorine content, both of which are
related to PCB hydrophobicity. More recently, Niedermeier and Loehr (2005) found the effective
diffusivities of PAHs desorbing from soils decreased significantly with increasing molecular
weight and increasing KOW for three field-contaminated soils, but this study used a single
compartment model. For suspended sediment, the only significant correlation (r2 > 0.5) of TFRC
rate constants found was between kSlow and contaminant molecular volume for a single sediment
inoculated in the laboratory with a small set of compounds (r2 = 0.89) (Cornelissen et al,. 1997).
The results presented here show that simple bulk or empirical parameters fail to yield
discernible trends for a large set of data from various sources. This is troubling as the models
tested are widely accepted and applied throughout the scientific community, as are the results
yielded by such models for limited samples sets. Consequently, the results generated by these
models may have little realistic chemical or physical meaning and are useful primarily as a way
to summarize data. This finding has major implications for the application of mathematical
modeling to contaminant fate and transport and our understanding of the situation.
These results can be interpreted in a number of different ways depending on the
perspective. The most important questions these results bring to mind involve the veracity of the
connection between first-order desorption rate constants and the mechanisms employed in
desorption modeling. There may be no real association between the rate constants and properties
discussed here. Nevertheless, a mechanism is needed that can explain this behavior. It has been
noted previously that the TFRC does not necessarily have a physical meaning (Cornelissen et al.,
1998) and that it may only be a convenient fitting algorithm with which to characterize large data
sets with a few parameters. Although in the preponderance of cases the fitting statistics are
acceptable, the TFRC model may not realistically describe the empirical behavior of the HOC
desorption mechanism and, somehow, imprints the process with an incorrect combination of
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fitting parameters (e.g., fractions and rate constants). Since the data sets to be modeled are often
noisy due to the heterogeneity of the samples, applying a model with too few parameters or
incorrect mathematically functionality results in a high degree of error. In addition, parameters
the model yields must be testable and verifiable before they can be accepted.
Regarding sorbents, the use of parameters related to the bulk fOC incorrectly assumes that
all organic matter is the same. This type of a bulk characteristic has been shown to be
inappropriate as nonlinear sorption and desorption behavior appears to be correlated with the
chemical make-up of the SOM (Hatcher et al., 2002; Hatcher et al., 2000; Gunasekara and Xing,
2003). Even if parameters were incorporated into a model to account for the physical state of
SOM in a particular geosorbent, for example the amount of glassy or rubbery material, it is
unclear if this would resolve the fast and slow desorption or if there are other mechanisms behind
biphasic release.
Another possible explanation for the resulting lack of dependence is that the mechanisms
in the diffusion based models that Equation 3-2 represents are oversimplified and do not
represent the phenomenon accurately. A first-order, hindered diffusion mechanism may not
represent either the fast or slow release processes. It may be that the processes involved in
biphasic HOC desorption are more intricate than the proposed hindered diffusion models
suggest, and require a more complex interplay of processes within particle pore structures and
SOM.
Batch experiments using adsorbent resins to remove HOCs from the water column are
considered an effective way to simulate or provide a conservative estimate of chemical release.
However, the intimate contact between resin beads and sediment particles raises some concern.
The resins used for HOC adsorption are similar to those employed in the isolation of dissolved
and geosorbent organic matter and have a high affinity for SOM. This may lead to a perturbation
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of the sediment particles that does not occur during resuspension in the absence of Tenax or
XAD. One way to avoid this potential problem and retain the convenience of the batch
experiments would be to use a specially constructed apparatus to isolate the resin from the
sediment. By placing the sediment and resin into separate compartments with a barrier between
that is permeable to the contaminants but restricts direct contact between the polymer and
geosorbent, any disturbance of particle surfaces by contact with the polymer beads would be
eliminated.
The purpose of this project was to determine if chemical and physical properties
purported to influence HOC desorption kinetics are in general agreement with the available data
in the published, peer-reviewed literature. The parameters and properties discussed here do not
represent all of the relevant factors affecting HOC transport processes. Other, more complex
issues, such as the presence and impact of other sorbents, like black carbon particles and NAPL,
or the effect of multiple chemical species on the desorption process (White and Pignatello, 1999)
are neglected. But despite the limited scope and somewhat unsophisticated approach, the results
presented here show that, before useful models can be built, a much deeper understanding of the
fundamentals of environmentally relevant sorbate/sorbent interactions is needed. Recent
advances in analytical methodologies and instrumentation are beginning to provide such
information, as demonstrated by solid state NMR (Cornelissen et al., 2000a; Rice et al., 2000).
These efforts, in conjunction with those by the modeling community, must be made in order to
develop comprehensive and mechanistic models, rather than site specific and empirical
algorithms. To determine what measurements are needed and what parameters are most
important for describing the relevant processes will require an iterative interplay of experimental
method and model development.
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CHAPTER 4
A THEORETICAL AND PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF THE RELEASE OF
HYDROPHOBIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS FROM SUSPENDED SEDIMENT
PARTICLES
4.1 Summary
The distribution of observed rate parameters for desorption of hydrophobic organic
chemicals from sediment particles into water indicates that the process is less dependent on
chemical properties, such as aqueous solubilities or particle-to-porewater partition coefficients,
than would be expected based on experience with the standard chemodynamic approach. This
outcome could be dependent on the empirical models chosen and how they are used. The
approach normally taken is to fit a convenient, general purpose formula to data and then correlate
candidate chemical and particle properties suggested by state-of-the-art theoretical models and
assumptions. However, factors not directly observable in experiments may be the reason for a
lack of observed chemical dependence in some chemical transport phenomena. There have been
no attempts to model chemical transport in realistic sorbent structures and geometries, mainly
due to a lack of specific information regarding the characteristics of the organic matter phase.
Studies of organic matter preservation in continental shelf and marine sediments have
shown that particle-bound organic matter resides primarily on particle surfaces, not in particle
mesopores, and is present in discrete patches rather than as a coating covering the entire surface.
The estimated thickness of wet organic matter patches ranges from 80 to 150 nm and is
independent of particle size. Combining this thickness with average rapid and slow release first
order rate constants from the biphasic rate empirical model for desorption yields effective
diffusivities on the order of 10-21 and 10-23 m2 s-1 for rapid and slow release, respectively. These
values are very similar to reported effective diffusivities for contaminant release from sediments
using diffusion models.
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A desorption model is proposed in which slow release is assumed to occur from organic
matter domains embedded within the bulk organic matter matrix that have a higher affinity for
HOCs than the bulk of the surface-bound organic matter. Chemical species in the embedded
fraction have no direct route for release to the water column. The chemical must first diffuse
within and from the slow release organic material then through the bulk phase in order to desorb.
According to the model concept, the relative affinity of the bulk and embedded organic matter
domains for HOCs is quantified by the ratio of experimentally determined KOC values for those
domains and plays a complex role in the desorption process. It is also proposed that KOC values
for each of the organic matter domains are important for chemical redistribution between the
adjoining domains following the removal of some or all of the chemical present in the bulk
phase. For typical systems, the time to reach an equilibrium distribution of chemical between the
bulk and embedded fractions is anticipated to be from a few months up to a decade.
4.2 Introduction
The movement of HOCs from suspended sediments to the water column has been studied
extensively and shown to exhibit biphasic behavior (Johnson et al., 2001). The two sorptive
phases are characterized by their relative release rates during suspension: one fraction desorbs
rapidly, usually depleting itself in one to seven days (Kan et al., 2000; Shor et al., 2003) while
the other fraction desorbs more slowly, often persisting for months or years (Johnson et al.,
2001). An important consequence of the presence of the slow desorbing fraction is that following
resuspension and desorption a significant amount of the chemical is still present in particles after
resettling to the bed.
Numerous particle suspension-desorption experiments have been performed and the data
from these studies fitted to the “standard” biphasic desorption model (Birdwell et al., 2007a).
The biphasic desorption phenomenon has been explained using an array of different models,
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typically with differing structural and mechanistic aspects (Luthy et al., 1997). For models
employing multiple desorption modes, such as the Macro-Mesopore model (Shor et al., 2003),
biphasic desorption is attributed to chemical release from different physical domains, i.e.
intraparticle or intra-aggregate pores of different sizes usually assuming hydrophobic material
lining the pore walls. Other models focus on sediment organic matter (SOM) heterogeneity and
incorporate a combination of SOM materials, either in discrete physical domains or intermixed
(Xing and Pignatello, 1997), that have different affinities for contaminants and/or different
structural conformations described as being similar to rubbery and glassy polymers (Pignatello
and Xing, 1996). It has also been proposed that multiple particle types in sediment are
responsible for dual mode desorption. In these models, one particle type, usually described as the
coal-like and woody or low density fraction (Ghosh et al., 2000; Chai et al., 2007), contains a
disproportionate amount of the total chemical mass and exhibits slower desorption than the other
fraction, the mineral-based or high density particles, which show faster HOC desorption (Ghosh
et al., 2001; Talley et al., 2002; Chai et al., 2006).
Because these models often require input parameters that are not readily measurable,
such as diffusion path lengths, fractions of different types of organic matter, and interfacial
surface areas between the organic matter phases, a number of empirical algorithms have been
developed to describe the desorption data collected in different investigations (Johnson et al.,
2001; Birdwell et al., 2007a). Diffusion-based and first-order rate constant models are the most
commonly used empirical algorithms used to extract the coefficients describing the apparent
rates of desorption and have been shown to provide good fits for a large number of individual
data sets (ten Hulscher et al., 1999; Johnson et al., 2001; Shor et al., 2003). Different diffusion
algorithms incorporate assumptions regarding the pathways through which contaminants move
and the nature of the sorbent material depending on the structural and mechanistic aspects
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incorporated by the investigators. Two common theories are typically presented in diffusion
models. The first involves a distribution of pores, some small (mesopores) and some relatively
large (macropores) where the contaminant moves through the porewater occupying these spaces.
The second involves diffusion through organic matter, a process that is assumed to be similar to
polymer diffusion due to the biogeopolymeric nature of SOM. A number of investigators have
applied a three-parameter two compartment exponential model (Cornelissen et al., 1997;
Cornelissen et al., 1998a; Cornelissen et al., 2000a; Kan et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 2001). The
rate constants generated by this model have been linked to effective diffusivities and desorption
path lengths (Lick et al., 1997; Ghosh et al., 2001).
Many explanations for biphasic desorption exhibited by contaminated sediments have
been proposed. It is commonly accepted that SOM dominates the sorption and desorption
processes for HOCs. The type of SOM has also been shown to play an important role in
desorption behavior (Xing and Zhengqi, 1999; Kile et al., 1999; Salloum et al., 2002; Golding et
al., 2005) and multiple sorption modes have been directly observed using fluorine-19 NMR to
detect hexafluorobenzene sorbed to geosorbents (Kohl et al., 2000; Cornelissen et al., 2000b;
Khalaf et al., 2003). By applying techniques like Cross Polarization-Magic Angle Spin Carbon13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (CP-MAS 13C-NMR), the different types of SOM
composing the organic content of a particular sediment can be identified and quantified (Cook et
al., 1996; Chefetz et al., 2000; LeBoeuf and Weber, 2000; Salloum et al., 2002). It is also
possible to assess structural information about particle-bound organic matter at the nanometer
scale using techniques like heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) solid state NMR (Lattao et al,
2007). Attempts have been made to correlate the characteristics of the SOM present, such as
aromaticity and ratio of oxygen to carbon, both considered indicators of diagenetic age, to the
partitioning and kinetic behavior of HOC desorption. The aromaticity of the SOM has been
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reported to be a key descriptor for estimating the sorption capacity and partitioning behavior of
the different sorptive organic phases (Johnson et al., 2001; Khalaf et al., 2003; Cornelissen et al.,
2000a), though some studies have shown that the aliphatic moieties have a considerable effect as
well (Salloum et al., 2002). Kile et al. (1999) have shown an inverse relationship between the
fraction of polar groups present in SOM and the organic carbon-water partition coefficient (KOC),
indicating that polar carbon moieties reduce the sorption capacity and affinity of particle-bound
SOM for HOCs.
In addition to heterogeneity within the SOM matrix, sediment composition is highly
heterogeneous in other ways. Other sorbents, such as carbonaceous materials described as black
carbon, are known to be present in many sediments and have a high affinity for HOCs (Chai et
al., 2006; Hawthorne et al., 2007). Sediment particles range in size from sub-micron up to
millimeters in diameter and many properties vary over this size range, including chemical
(mineralogy and organic matter content) and physical (specific surface area and interparticle
porosity) (Keil et al., 1994). The effects of particle size are not well understood and are
somewhat controversial but have been cited as mechanistically important in several studies
(Gong et al., 1998a; Kleineidam et al., 1999; Shor et al., 2003) but not in others such as Carroll
et al. (1994) who found that milling sediment particles had no effect on desorption
characteristics.
The properties of the contaminant also affect the distribution between the organic
compartments in the sediment and possibly the desorption behavior as well. The desorption
driving force and organic matter affinity are usually described by a partition coefficient between
the particle or sediment organic matter and the aqueous phase. The data available in the literature
shows that the desorption and partitioning behavior is important for HOC groups more so than
for individual chemicals, that is, chemicals with low solubilities (< 1 mg L-1) may behave
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differently than those that are more soluble (Birdwell et al., 2007a). The effect of partitioning
and solubility on desorption rates has been investigated extensively but the degree of influence
these factors have on chemical release from sediment has not been resolved. A recent review of
desorption rate constants has shown that no clear dependence on KOC or solubility is observed
over many orders of magnitude and that desorption rate constants fall into fairly narrow ranges
when compared to the range of chemical properties (Birdwell et al., 2007a). Therefore the
possibility that desorption behavior has a weak dependence on partition coefficients must be
considered and the implications of this should be explored.
Much work has been done to characterize the distribution of organic matter on and within
sediment particles primarily to elucidate the mechanism(s) of organic matter preservation
(Mayer, 1994a; Mayer, 1994b; Mayer et al., 1999; Arnarson and Keil, 2001; Mayer et al., 2004).
These studies have incorporated particle surface characterization using nitrogen adsorption
techniques before and after removal of organic matter to determine the bulk surface
concentration of organic matter on particle surfaces (Mayer, 1994a; Mayer, 1994b), the of degree
of organic matter surface coverage (Mayer, 1999), and portion of organic matter present in
intraparticle pores (Mayer et al., 2004). Early on it was proposed, based on the ratio of the
organic carbon content (mg g-1) and specific surface area (m2 g-1) of coastal sediments that
organic matter formed a monolayer on particle surfaces (Mayer, 1994a; Mayer, 1994b). Later
work showed that organic matter is actually found in discrete patches that only cover 5-20% of
the particle surface (Mayer, 1999; Arnarson and Keil, 2001). These findings are in agreement
with results of a study by Ghosh et al. (2000) using scanning electron microscopy combined with
infrared mapping of organic matter bound to silica particles that showed the presence of SOM in
patches with areas of ~1000-2500 µm2. The amount of organic matter present in mesopores (250 nm) less than ~10 nm in diameter, which is the threshold for their accessibility by microbial
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enzymes, has been shown to be between 10-20% of the total organic matter present indicating
that the majority of organic matter is surface bound (Mayer et al., 2004). These results together
indicate that organic matter preservation is not strongly associated with intraparticle pore
protection and thus provides useful insights into the distribution of organic matter on and within
particles for chemodynamic modeling purposes.
Currently, fundamental processes of chemical desorption from contaminated sediments
that control the extent and rate of release are not known. Therefore the release chemodynamics
with the necessary veracity required to address the issues concerning bed-sediment remediation
are lacking. Time consuming and costly laboratory work is required to properly characterize the
HOC release process for each and every particular sediment-contaminant system. The benefits of
a theoretical understanding of the desorption process for this purpose has been and remain
obvious. For example, it could allow investigators to determine a minimum number of
parameters necessary to describe the phenomenon, possibly reducing their experimental burden.
It would also provide for developing dependable predictive tools that could be used for aquatic
chemical exposure. These tools would also aid in determining the optimum remediation
technique for a particular site in order to reduce the impact of clean-up activities and to set
appropriate remediation priorities for companies and government agencies. To that end, the goal
of this research is to incorporate the phenomenological observation of biphasic desorption,
spectroscopic evidence of multiple sorption/desorption domains, information on the SOM
distribution on and within sediment particles, and average first-order desorption rate constants
from the literature in the development of a chemodynamic model of HOC release from
suspended sediments. This proposed model will apply the principles of mass transport and
thermodynamic theory coupled with the aforementioned experimental and theoretical insights to
the analysis of this important process.
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4.3 Model Development
4.3.1 Particle Structure and Organic Matter Distribution
To simplify the model, particles are assumed to be spherical. This is a common
assumption employed for the grains present in unconsolidated geomedia and while it may not
accurately capture the wide variety of potential particle shapes, as a first approximation it is a
useful idealization. The organic matter distribution is assumed to be 80% surface-bound and 20%
bound to intraparticle pores. Because the removal of organic matter has been shown to have only
a small effect on intraparticle pore volume (Mayer et al., 2004) it is also assumed that organic
matter does not clog intraparticle pores but instead sorbs to pore walls in layers that have
thicknesses less than one-tenth of the pore diameter (0.2-5 nm). The organic matter dry density
(1.4 g cm-3) is based on measurements made using high-resolution pycnometry (Mayer et al.,
2004) and the moisture content of the water saturated organic matter in sediments is estimated to
be between 50 and 70% by weight, based on information determined by low field NMR
(Birdwell et al., 2007b), leading to wet densities of 1.1-1.2 g cm-3. Using data in Mayer (1999),
the fraction of organic matter coverage of the particle surface is approximated with the following
relationship:
OM
φ Surface
= 0.05

COC
SSA

where;
OM
φ Surface
= fractional coverage of the bulk particle surface by organic matter (m2 m-2)

COC = bulk organic carbon concentration of the sediment (mg g-1)
SSA = specific surface area of the bulk sediment (m2 g-1)
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(4-1)

were the units of the constant are m2 mg-1, leading to coverage fractions ranging from 0.05 to
0.20. Organic matter patch thickness is determined for an individual particle using the following
calculation:

l OM

⎛ M OM ⎞
⎜⎜ OM ⎟⎟
⎝ ρ wet ⎠
=
OM
SSA ⋅ φ Surface
⋅ M particle

(4-2)

where;
lOM = organic matter patch thickness (nm)
MOM = mass of surface-bound organic matter (mg)
OM
= organic matter wet density (g cm-3)
ρ wet

Mparticle = mass of sediment particle (g).
The mass of a spherical particle can be determined by calculating the volume and multiplying by
the particle density:
M particle

4
= π
3

⎛ d particle
⋅ ⎜⎜
⎝ 2

3

⎞
⎟⎟ ⋅ ρ particle
⎠

(4-3)

where;
dparticle = sediment particle diameter (µm)

ρparticle = sediment particle density (g cm-3)
and particle density is calculated with this equation assuming that the organic matter content is
approximately twice the organic carbon content:
OM
ρ particle = 2 ⋅ f OC ⋅ ρ dry
+ (1 − 2 ⋅ f OC ) ⋅ ρ min eral

where;
fOC = sediment fraction organic carbon (g g-1)
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(4-4)

OM
ρ dry
= organic matter dry density (1.4 g cm-3)

ρmineral = mineral density (~2.65 g cm-3).
The mass of organic matter, including the water present within the organic matter matrix, is
calculated using the following equation:

M OM = M particle

⎡
⎢
⋅ C OM ⎢1 +
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

OM
⎛ φ water
⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ ρ water ⎠
OM
1 − φ water

(

OM
ρ dry

)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥⎦

(4-5)

where;
COM = bulk organic matter concentration of the sediment (mg g-1)

ρwater = density of water (~1.0 g cm-3)
OM
φwater
= organic matter moisture content (g g-1).

By incorporating equation 4-1 with equations 4-3 through 4-5, equation 4-2 is simplified to:

lOM

OM
OM
⎡ ρ dry
⎤
⋅ φ water
40 ⋅ ⎢1 +
⎥
OM
1 − φ water ⎥⎦
⎢⎣
= OM
OM
OM
φ water + ρ dry
⋅ 1 − φ water

(

(

)

)

(4-6).

The above analysis suggests that patch thicknesses will be strongly dependent only on
organic matter moisture content. For the anticipated moisture contents of SOM the thicknesses is
estimated to be between 80-150 nm. The lack of a direct dependence on specific surface area is
convenient since it circumvents criticism regarding the accuracy of nitrogen adsorption methods
for determining the true specific surface area of soil and sediment particles (De Jonge and
Mittlemeijer-Hazeleger, 1996). An idealized particle illustrating the organic matter distribution
and patch structure are shown in Figure 4-1. The membrane model developed by Wershaw
(1989) is used to represent details of the surface-bound organic matter structure.
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Figure 4-1. Idealized particle and organic matter patch structure (after Wershaw, 1989)

Other studies have used various methods and analyses to estimate organic matter
thicknesses on particle surfaces. Some studies using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
conducted on dried sediment and soil approximated dry organic matter patches thicknesses
between 10-50 nm (Arnarson and Keil, 2001; Gerrin et al., 2003). Carroll et al. (1994) assumed a
diffusion path length of ~10-30 nm for organic matter based on chemical penetration depths into
various polymeric materials. Ghosh et al. (2001) developed a “rind” model of PAH desorption
using a 1-3 micron penetration depth based on spectroscopic evidence of sectioned coal-like
particles (Ghosh et al., 2000). Therefore the thicknesses approximated here are less than those
determined for coal-like particles but greater than those observed for dried mineral particles
using XPS.
The previous analysis cannot account for the unique composition likely to be encountered
in the SOM at a particular site. The distribution of organic matter structures in SOM will be
determined by what materials contribute to the local organic matter pool as well as an
indeterminate number of operative biogeochemical processes. However, the range of KOC values
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for dichlorobenzene determined for soils and sediments has been shown to vary less than an
order of magnitude between different locations (Chiou, 2002), indicating that in general the
interactions between HOCs and SOM may be similar from site to site. The implication of the
organic matter patch thickness being independent of particle size and other properties essentially
eliminates patch thickness as a variable in modeling the desorption phenomenon. This does not,
however, eliminate the combination of particle size distribution and particle fraction composition
as important factors in determining overall desorption rates. The flux from different particle size
fractions will vary depending on their mineralogy, which determines surface area and organic
carbon content because these factors determine the organic matter surface area which should
impact chemical flux.
4.3.2 Estimated Effective Diffusivities
Effective diffusivities can be estimated given a characteristic length and time for the
diffusion process of interest. In the case of HOC desorption from sediment, these parameters are
assumed to be represented by the range of organic matter patch thicknesses as the characteristic
lengths and the inverse of first-order desorption rate constants from the literature as the
characteristic times. Average rapid and slow release first-order rate constants have been
determined from a large data set including a wide range of HOCs and sediments (Birdwell et al.,
2007a). The average rapid release rate constant was 5 day-1 and values ranged from 0.1 to 50
day-1. The average slow release rate constant was 0.03 day-1 and ranged from 0.0001 to 0.1 day-1.
Effective diffusivities are related to first order desorption rate constants by the following
relationship (Lick et al., 1997):

k=

Deff
2
0.0165 ⋅ l diff

where;
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(4-7)

k = first-order desorption rate constant (s-1)
Deff = effective diffusivity (m2 s-1)
lC = characteristic path length of diffusive desorption (m).
Rearranging to solve for Deff leads to effective diffusivities for rapid release of 6.1×10-21 to
2.1×10-20 m2 s-1 and for slow release of 3.7×10-23 to 1.3×10-22 m2 s-1. These values are
comparable to effective diffusivities determined in other studies (Carroll et al., 1994; Chai et al.,
2006). At room temperature, aqueous diffusivities for HOCs are ~10-10 m2 s-1, therefore if this
analysis is truly characteristic of natural systems then the effective hindered diffusion coefficient
for movement through surface-bound SOM obtained from the current state-of-the-art theoretical
model is more than 10 billion times slower than the molecular diffusion coefficient through a
stagnant water phase.
The most commonly applied model for hindered diffusion in desorption models employs
a combination of parameters to account for both physical and chemical retardation mechanisms.
These mechanisms are partitioning to SOM and the tortuous path imposed by the presence of
pores. It has been employed in a number of studies (Wu and Gschwend, 1986; Lick et al., 1997;
Kleineidam et al., 1999; Shor et al., 2003; Neidermeier and Loehr, 2005; Birdwell et al., 2007a)
to estimate effective diffusivities, extract model parameters, or test assumptions regarding
desorption mechanisms. The equation is:

Daq

Deff =

ε

−1

3

⎛ ρ particle
⎞
⋅ ⎜⎜1 +
⋅ K OC ⋅ f OC ⎟⎟
ε
⎝
⎠

where;
Daq = aqueous diffusivity of the compound of interest (m2 s-1)

ε = intraparticle porosity (cm3 cm-3)
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(4-8)

KOC = organic carbon-water partition coefficient (L kg-1).
For a typical sediment-chemical system (sediment fOC = 0.05, ρparticle = 2.53 g cm-3; phenanthrene
KOC = 2.3×104 L kg-1) the range of intraparticle porosities necessary to give equivalent effective
diffusivities to those estimated previously would be between 4.8×10-8 and 5.75×10-6. Using a
more realistic intraparticle porosity (ε = 0.025, pores < 50 nm diameter) the diffusivities for both
the rapid and slow release modes are 5-8 orders of magnitude larger than those calculated above.
It seems unlikely that a hindered diffusion model so heavily dependent on intraparticle
porosity and tortuosity would be useful for describing chemical release from organic matter on
particle surfaces. The very small diffusivities calculated based on the short diffusion path length
estimated using information from studies of organic matter distribution and density are
surprising, especially for a mechanism that would seem to lack the physical hindrance of pore
diffusion. Considering that the partition coefficients do not exceed 107 L kg-1 for the HOCs of
concern for chemical desorption from sediment, other factors must be contributing to the small
diffusivities. A highly tortuous pathway could account for the slow diffusivities by increasing the
effective path length for diffusion. For the effective diffusivities estimated using equation 4-8,
the diffusion path length of the rapid and slow release modes would have to be enhanced by
factors of 250-500 to obtain effective diffusivities of the order estimated with equation 4-7. It is
not clear if such high tortuosities are realistic even for a highly heterogeneous mixture of
biopolymers and degraded organic detritus like SOM.
4.3.3 Compartmental Desorption Model

A mechanistic understanding of HOC desorption has been a goal of researchers in
environmental science and engineering as well as related fields for more than 30 years, but
because the available theory and experimental data has been insufficient to formulate a
mechanistic model, stand-in models have been developed using the available empirical data and
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phenomenological observations. Traditionally, desorption is considered to be the reverse of
sorption and models of one process can be used to describe the other with the difference being
the sign of the sorbent accumulation term. For most cases in HOC-geosorbent systems
reversibility between sorption and desorption has not been observed. Instead, a hysteresis
between the two processes is often found and requires that they be treated separately or that some
functionality be included in the model to take into account sorbent-sorbate contact time which is
similar to a reaction term and usually described as the conditioning effect (Lu and Pignatello,
2002). Schrap et al. (1994a) described a multi-compartment model for sorption and desorption
with separate first-order rate constants to describe chemical pathways from each compartment
between each other and the aqueous phase. Both a series and parallel version were developed to
account for different organic matter arrangements. A series model describes a system where the
slow release fraction is embedded in the rapid release and a parallel mode describes a system
where both materials are present as discrete phases. This approach was found to work well for
describing experimental data (Schrap et al., 1994b), but no physico-chemical description was
given for the rate constants used to fit the experimental data. In simulations of the interaction of a
two compartment sorption and desorption system with an aqueous phase, Griffiths (2004) found
that interactions of the fast and slow compartment significantly slows both the sorption and
desorption processes. This effect is apparently due to the high capacity of the sorbents and the
conditions during the sorption phase which determine whether the system reaches equilibrium or
not. In both cases, the biphasic concept was found to be representative of the desorption process
and interactions between the two compartments may have a significant effect on desorption
kinetics.
In the analysis proposed here only desorption will be treated, removing the need to
account for the detailed contamination history needed to deal with chemical sorption, i.e. mode
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of contamination (one time release or long term exposure), and contact times. Since no
theoretical approach comparable to equation 4-8 was able to produce effective diffusivities
similar to those obtained using equation 4-7, the rate constants taken from the literature were
adopted. The inability to describe desorption using the principles of thermodynamics and
transport theory is a problem that has persisted for decades despite the considerable analytical
resources that have been applied to the problem. The proceeding outlined methodology and
analysis will focus on extracting information regarding intraorganic matter chemical transport
rates.
The proposed desorption model starts with the assumption of two domains, particularly a
high affinity compartment embedded in and distributed throughout the bulk organic matter
phase, represented by a mineral surface-bound organic matter patch. Pore-bound organic matter
is assumed to behave as part of the surface-bound material. A more detailed treatment could
include a hindrance factor applied to the aqueous diffusivity in the pore space to account for wall
interactions using an average mesopore diameter of 10 nm and an approximate HOC molecular
diameter of 1 nm (phenanthrene) which would reduce the effective diffusivity in the pores by
~35%. However this treatment was not included in this work.
It is assumed that prior to the suspension of particles in water the chemical is sorbed to
both the bulk and embedded domains and partitioned between them according to their sorptive
capacity and affinity, i.e. equilibrium is assumed. Desorption occurs once the individual particle
contacts the water so that the aqueous phase receives the chemical. The water column volume is
assumed to be an infinite sink for the contaminant, therefore the aqueous concentration remains
at zero throughout the desorption process. The possible chemical contaminant pathways shown
in Figure 4-2; they are: a) desorption from the bulk organic matter patch to the water, b)
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migration from the embedded domains to the bulk, and c) migration from bulk patch to the
embedded domains.

Figure 4-2. Schematic of HOC transport pathways from SOM patches

4.3.4 Development of Governing Equations

The first step in the model development is to write a Lavoisier mass balance on chemical
species associated with the bulk and embedded organic matter domains. The embedded domains
are distributed uniformly throughout the bulk material. The bulk patch chemical balance includes
all of the chemical pathways described above:

dS R
= − k B ⋅ S B + k E ⋅ (K i ⋅ S E − S B )
dt
where;
SB = bulk domain concentration (mg kg-1)
kB = bulk desorption first-order rate constant (s-1)
kE = embedded-bulk exchange first-order rate constant (s-1)
Ki = ratio of the bulk KOC to the embedded domain KOC (~0.25 - 0.7)
SE = embedded domain concentration (mg kg-1).
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(4-9)

The range of values for Ki is based on the ratio of apparent geosorbent-water partition
coefficients determined by long and short term chemical-geosorbent contact (Pignatello and
Xing, 1996) and KOC results for Indiana Harbor Canal sediment determined before and after
removal of the rapid release fraction presented in chapter 2. The embedded domain chemical
balance includes only exchange between the two organic matter phases:

dS E
= −k E
dt

⎛
S ⎞
⋅ ⎜⎜ S E − B ⎟⎟
Ki ⎠
⎝

(4-10).

The overall chemical balance is represented by the sum of equations 4-9 and 4-10. By defining
the compartmental concentrations in terms of their fraction of the overall organic matter
concentration these balances can be simplified. The chemical concentration in the organic matter
is defined:
S OM =

S particle
2 ⋅ f OC

(4-11)

where;
SOM = concentration of chemical in SOM (mg kg-1)
Sparticle = concentration of chemical in the bulk particle (mg kg-1).
The compartmental concentrations are defined:
S B = S OM ⋅ φ B

(4-12)

S E = S OM ⋅ φ E

(4-13)

where;

φB = fraction of total chemical in the rapid release SOM compartment
φE = fraction of total chemical in the slow release SOM compartment (1-φB).
Substitution followed by collecting terms leads to the following balances:
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dφ B
= −φ B ⋅ k B + k E ⋅ (φ E ⋅ K i − φ B )
dt

(4-14)

dφ E
= −k E (φ E ⋅ K i − φ B )
dt

(4-15)

dF
= −φ B ⋅ k B
dt

(4-16)

where;
F = the fraction of chemical remaining associated with the particle at time t.
Equations 4-14 and 4-15 are solved simultaneously with the following set of initial conditions:

φ B (t = 0) = φ B 0

(4-17)

φ E (t = 0) = φ E 0

(4-18).

The solution for the fraction of chemical remaining following resuspension and the beginning of
desorption has the following form:

F (t ) = φ R ⋅ exp(− k R ⋅ t ) + φ S ⋅ exp(− k S ⋅ t )

(4-19)

where;

φR = model parameter representing the rapid release fraction
kR = model parameter representing the rapid release first-order rate constant (day-1)

φS = model parameter representing the slow release fraction
kS = model parameter representing the slow release first-order rate constant (day-1).
Therefore the solution of the basic model equations can be rendered into the form of the biphasic
empirical model (equation 4-19) where the rapid and slow release model parameters are complex
functions of the constants used to describe the bulk and embedded organic matter domains (kB,
kE, Ki, φB0, and φE0). A detailed solution to the model equations appears in appendix C.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1 Model Parameters and Constants

The rapid and slow release parameters shown in equation 4-19 are equivalent to the
empirical descriptors obtained by fitting desorption data with the biphasic model described by
equation 1-2. These rapid and slow release parameters are functions of the constants describing
chemical transport between the bulk and embedded organic matter domains implemented in the
model governing equations. The connection between the domain constants and release
parameters was examined by testing a range rate constant, fraction and Ki values for the organic
matter domains to determine how the constants used to describe the hypothetical organic matter
model influence the rapid and slow release parameters. Of particular interest is the relationship
between kE and kS. Because the desorption path for chemical in the slow release fraction includes
migration from the embedded domain into the bulk material followed by migration through the
bulk to the aqueous phase, the overall rate of release will be a influenced by kE, kB, and the
relative affinity constant, Ki. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 summarize the analysis used to determine how
model constants affect the rate parameters for the relative range of Ki = 0.667 and 0.25,
respectively. It is apparent from the model solution and numerical tests that the rapid and slow
release rate constants are independent of the initial distribution of chemical between the
embedded and bulk organic matter domains (see Appendix B).

Table 4-1. Model parameters as functions of domain rate constants for Ki = 0.667
kE (day-1)
0.0015
0.0075
0.0160
0.0475
0.0850
0.1800

-1

kB = 0.1 day
0.0001
0.0046
0.0091
0.0200
0.0260
0.0330

kS (day-1)
kB = 1 day-1
0.001
0.005
0.010
0.030
0.050
0.100

-1

kB = 10 day
0.001
0.005
0.011
0.032
0.054
0.120
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-1

kB = 0.1 day
0.102
0.108
0.118
0.159
0.211
0.218

kR (day-1)
kB = 1 day-1
1.002
1.008
1.016
1.050
1.086
1.200

kB = 10 day-1
10.002
10.008
10.016
10.048
10.082
10.182

Table 4-2. Model parameters as functions of domain rate constants for Ki = 0.25
kE (day-1)
0.004
0.020
0.044
0.140
0.260
0.600

-1

kB = 0.1 day
0.0001
0.0041
0.0075
0.0134
0.0159
0.0180

kS (day-1)
kB = 1 day-1
0.001
0.005
0.010
0.030
0.050
0.100

-1

kB = 10 day
0.001
0.005
0.011
0.035
0.063
0.163

-1

kB = 0.1 day
0.104
0.121
0.145
0.262
0.409
0.957

kR (day-1)
kB = 1 day-1
1.004
1.020
1.045
1.144
1.270
1.777

kB = 10 day-1
10.004
10.020
10.044
10.140
10.260
10.712

Based on the results in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, it is clear that despite the apparent complexity
of the model solution, the equivalent biphasic rate constants kR and kS can be approximated using
simple functions of the domain descriptors. The overall rapid release rate constant, kR, is to a
very close approximation a sum of kB and kE. The slow release rate constant, kS, is well described
by the product of kE and Ki, however as kE increases this relationship weakens and the observed
slow release rate constants are smaller. The effect of kB on the observed slow release rate
constant is generally small, except when the value of kE is large and Ki is small. It is not expected
that this sort of situation is very probable, since it would require a combination of high chemical
affinity and mobility for HOCs associated with the slow release domain. The distribution
constants, φB and φE, will describe the observed rapid and slow release fractions, φR and φS, very
well except in cases where kB and kE are within an order of magnitude of each other. In this case,
the observed slow release fraction will be significantly larger than that described by the
distributions in the bulk and embedded domains.
4.4.2 Model Results

The implications of exchange between the bulk and embedded organic matter domains
appear to be minimal for the case where desorption is not limited by the capacity of the aqueous
phase. However, following particle settling the rapid release pathway will eventually be
eliminated as the chemical distribution between settled particles come to equilibrium with the
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surrounding porewater. In this situation, an internal redistribution of chemical by the intradomain mechanism will occur leading to the original chemical distribution of the system prior to
resuspension and chemical desorption to the water column. This is not to say that the mass of
chemical desorbed to the aqueous phase will be replaced, but that the fractional distribution of
chemical between the bulk and embedded domains should return to the state described by the
initial conditions (equations 4-17 and 4-18). The solutions for equations 4-14 and 4-15 assuming
that bulk phase is depleted of chemical, (φB = 0, φE = 1, kB =0) are presented below:

φ E (t ) =

1
⋅ {1 + K i ⋅ exp[− k E ⋅ (K i + 1) ⋅ t ]}
Ki + 1

(4-20)

Ki
⋅ {1 − exp[− k E ⋅ (K i + 1 ⋅ t )]}
Ki + 1

(4-21).

φ B (t ) =

It is apparent from the form of these repartitioning equations that the equilibrium chemical
distribution is determined by the relative affinity of the compartments for the chemical of
interest, described by Ki, as would be expected based on the model formulation. The rate of
repartitioning is also influenced by the value of Ki since the higher affinity for chemical of the
slow release domains will lead to a reduced driving force for migration and therefore a slower
rate of redistribution.
Figure 4-3 shows the repartitioning behavior of three different systems with various
affinity coefficients and bulk-embedded exchange rate constants. The time to reach equilibrium
(99.5% of φB(t→∞)) is well described by the inverse of the slow compartment rate constant
multiplied by five as expected based on the behavior of the exponential function. Therefore a
system with the literature average observed slow release rate constant (Birdwell et al., 2007a)
(kSlow = 0.03 day-1, kS = 0.0475 day-1) will require 84 days or ~three months to return to an
equilibrium chemical distribution. This result is consistent with the results of the repartitioning
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experiments described in chapter 2. Smaller slow compartment rate constants will lead to longer
redistribution times. For most systems described in the literature ~8 years will be sufficient for
complete chemical repartitioning.

Figure 4-3. Repartitioning curves determined for various compartmental constants

4.4.3 General Notes on Biphasic Desorption Behavior

Experimental measurements of chemical desorption from sediment are well described by
two first-order rate constants and one distribution parameter (Johnson, et al., 2001). The relative
influence of these parameters is illustrated in the following figures. Table 4-3 summarizes the
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fractions and rate constants used to produce the plots. Two general cases are considered and a
range of values for each parameter are tested with each: case 1 uses a small rapid release fraction
and slower rate constants, conditions typically observed in aged field-contaminated sediments
(φR = 0.2, kSlow = 0.005 day-1, kRapid = 1 day-1); case 2 employs a larger rapid release fraction and
faster rate constants, representing experiments conducted using laboratory inoculations (φR = 0.4,
kSlow = 0.03 day-1, kRapid = 5 day-1). The results demonstrate that a range of possible behavioral
patterns may be observed for desorption of HOCs from geosorbents. One result of particular
interest is the duration of the rapid release phase of the desorption process. Depending on the
value of the rapid release rate constant and fraction, this phase can last from six hours up to 7-10
days. It is clear from figures 4-8 and 4-9 that the distribution of chemical between the two
fractions has a profound effect on the desorption profile. Rate constants mainly shift the position
of the transition from the rapid and slow release stages of desorption. Therefore, from an
experimental standpoint, determining the quantity of rapid release fraction is probably the best
single piece of information to collect for a particular sediment-contaminant system. This may
also hold for risk assessment, since potential release of chemical from suspended particles
generated by remediation operations can be conservatively estimated from the rapid release
fraction.
Table 4-3. Model parameters used in Figures 4-4 through 4-9
Rapid Fraction (φR)
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4
Range on Figure
Range on Figure

Slow Rate Constant
(kSlow)
0.005 day-1
0.03 day-1
Range on Figure
Range on Figure
0.005 day-1
0.03 day-1
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Rapid Rate Constant
(kRapid)
Range on Figure
Range on Figure
1 day-1
5 day-1
1 day-1
5 day-1

Figure
4-4
4-5
4-6
4-7
4-8
4-9

Figure 4-4. Biphasic desorption – effect of varying the rapid release rate constant, case 1

Figure 4-5. Biphasic desorption – effect of varying the rapid release rate constant, case 2
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Figure 4-6. Biphasic desorption – effect of varying the slow release rate constant, case 1

Figure 4-7. Biphasic desorption – effect of varying the slow release rate constant, case 2
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Figure 4-8. Biphasic desorption – effect of varying the rapid release fraction, case 1

Figure 4-9. Biphasic desorption – effect of varying the rapid release rate fraction, case 2
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, a description of organic matter patches based on particle surface analyses
was presented and estimated organic matter thicknesses for these patches on particle surfaces
were determined. The form of an empirical algorithm commonly applied to data HOC desorption
from sediments was developed from observed biphasic behavior and simplified thermodynamic
and transport arguments. Based on thicknesses determined using the SOM patch model, a range
of diffusivities for HOC migration through surface-bound organic matter were calculated by
incorporating literature rate constants to define characteristic time scales. Using the proposed
bulk and embedded organic matter domain desorption model, internal rate constants describing
the chemical exchange between two organic matter phases were extracted and described based
on their relationship to the observed biphasic desorption rate constants. The time scale of
chemical repartitioning based on the exchange process was determined for a range of model
parameters for the domains. Finally, a general review of the range of biphasic desorption
behavior was offered and the utility of experimental determination of the rapid release fraction of
sediment-bound chemical was illustrated.
Despite the insights garnered by the proposed bulk and embedded organic matter model,
the particle and organic matter patch scale understanding of HOC release from suspended
sediment is sorely lacking. There are currently no mechanistic treatments of the problem that can
account for the observed effective diffusivities extracted from experimental data. However, it
appears that the proposed description of organic matter patches on sediment particles is a first
step in development of a better framework for modeling the desorption process to improve our
understanding at all scales. Elucidation of the structural characteristics and chemistry of SOM is
an area of research that has flourished in recent years with the application of a wide array of
spectroscopic and analytical tools to the investigation of these materials. However, extrapolating
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information on the organic matter molecular connectivities determined by multidimensional
NMR or the observation of glass transition temperatures for humic substances by differential
scanning calorimetry to an understanding of the mechanism of HOC diffusion through SOM is
not straightforward and will require insights from future thermodynamic and transport studies.
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CHAPTER 5
A KINETIC MODEL OF SHORT-TERM DISSOLVED CONTAMINANT RELEASE
DURING DREDGE-GENERATED BED SEDIMENT RESUSPENSION‡
5.1 Summary

Sediment particles can be displaced from the bed to the water column by both natural
processes and human activities. Navigational and environmental dredging operations are known
to generate particularly high concentrations of suspended sediment and have a significant
environmental impact. Once contaminated particles are resuspended a fraction of particle-sorbed
chemical is dissolved and equilibrium models are typically used to estimate chemical release. A
kinetic model using a mass balance approach incorporating dredgehead particle generation,
particle settling, biphasic desorption, flux from the sediment bed, and evaporation to air has been
developed for plug-flow stream hydraulics. A key model output for steady-state dredging is
concentration in water versus distance downstream. Typical results for mechanical and hydraulic
dredges operating at two sites, the Fox River and Indiana Harbor Canal, are presented. The
kinetic model shows lower concentrations than the equilibrium model in all cases. The most
significant finding of the study is that the dissolved concentration in all simulations of the kinetic
model was highest well away from the point of dredging. Maximum dissolved chemical
concentrations were predicted to occur between 4 and 13 hours after resuspension or 2.5 to 7 km
downstream depending on the desorption kinetics. A downstream maximum, if verified in the
field, changes the conventional view of dredge impacts in terms of exposure for humans and the
ecology in the aquatic system.

‡

(c) 2007 Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. Publishing. Reprinted with permission from Environ Eng Sci
In Press, 2007.
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5.2 Introduction

The discharge of contaminants such as hydrophobic organic chemicals (HOCs) from
industrial, municipal, and agricultural sources has led to contaminated bottom-sediments
underlying surface waters throughout the United States. The US Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) reports that contamination is severe enough in one-tenth of the bed-sediments
in this country to pose risks for human health and environmental quality (USEPA, 1998). In
response to the hazard presented by these materials, several federal agencies and private
companies are actively working on remediation strategies to manage the risk associated with
contaminated sediment and predict the impact of various remedial technologies downstream. To
facilitate this endeavor, there have been many studies into the various facets of chemical and
particle transport.
Inevitably all remediation activities lead to resuspension of some bed-sediment particles
into the water column. Environmental dredging has significant potential for resuspension. When
sediment particles are suspended, contaminants sorbed to those particles are released. Once in
the water column this dissolved component is both more available to aquatic organisms and more
easily transferred to the air and locations downstream. Consequently, dredging impact
assessment must take into account the many chemical transport pathways facilitated by the
clean-up process (Reible et al., 2003). Determining the most effective remediation strategy in
terms of impact is also vital to making the management of contaminated sediment economically
feasible. Remediation is very costly and the use of impact prediction when selecting and
implementing a technology will help reduce the chance that additional clean-up will be required
at sites affected by previous remediation efforts. Since dredging is the most common active
remediation technology and is currently the preferred approach of both the US Army Corps of
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Engineers (USACE) and USEPA, a better understanding of the potential peripheral impact of
dredging is essential (Thibodeaux and Duckworth, 2001a).
In the past, most attempts to predict the impact of chemical release due to dredging
involved simple equilibrium models or laboratory tests. Partitioning models, using sedimentporewater, organic carbon-water, or octanol-water partition coefficients, assume that the
equilibrium distribution of contaminant between particles and water determined in the laboratory
is relevant to field conditions on the time scale of dredge-generated resuspension (Cheng et al.,
1995). This approach is the basis for the Dredging Elutriate Test (DRET) which has been
employed by the USACE for estimating polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) release based on total
suspended solids concentrations produced by dredging operations (DiGiano et al., 1993). DRET
batch experiments are relatively simple and provide a useful method for obtaining a
conservative, first approximation of dissolved release during resuspension, but to obtain
estimates of how the dissolved concentration changes with time a kinetic approach is needed.
There is a variety of different technologies used in dredging, many of which have been
developed to reduce the turbid plume generated during operation. Dredgeheads fall into two
main categories, mechanical and hydraulic, and each has advantages and limitations. Mechanical
dredges are represented by dipper and sealed clam-shell configurations. These methods use
rugged equipment, are able to remove hard-packed materials, and can be used without additional
infrastructure. However, mechanical dredgeheads cannot be operated continuously and have
difficulty retaining fine particles. Cutterhead and hopper dredgeheads are typical hydraulic
dredges. These technologies are applicable for most sediment, can be operated nearly
continuously, and can pump dredge spoils directly to a disposal site. Hydraulic dredges are
limited by inclement weather and strong currents and usually require pipelines and other
infrastructure that can obstruct navigation. Mechanical dredgeheads are usually expected to have
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lower extraction efficiencies and generate more particles in the water column, but are used when
implementation of a hydraulic dredgehead is not possible.
Hazardous chemical fate and transport is a primary concern when contaminated sediment
particles are suspended, particularly the dissolved fraction. Many processes affect the dissolved
chemical concentration in the water column during dredging operations. Particle processes start
with the rate of particle generation by the dredgehead. This is represented by the rate of sediment
removal (kg/day) multiplied by the dredge efficiency (kg-suspended kg-1-extracted). Particle
settling removes sediment from the water column and can be approximated using Stoke’s law or
turbulent regime settling velocities (Cheng, 1997; Je and Hayes, 2004; Wu and Wang, 2006).
While suspended, sediment particles release chemical into the water column and are the main
contributor to increases in the aqueous phase contaminant concentration. Numerous kinetic
laboratory experiments on a wide range of contaminated sediments suggest that two exponential
decay rate processes, designated fast and slow, best describes the desorption behavior of HOCs
(Birdwell et al., 2007). An empirical algorithm consisting of two first order rate constants and
one fraction is often employed to describe desorption data:
F (t ) = φ Rapid ⋅ exp( − k Rapid ⋅ t ) + (1 − φRapid ) ⋅ exp( − k Slow ⋅ t )

(5-1)

where;
F(t) = fraction of chemical remaining on the particles at time t
kRapid = rapid release rate constant (day-1)
kSlow = slow release rate constant (day-1)

φRapid = fraction of rapid release chemical at t = 0.
This approach has been found to capture the behavior observed for the majority of contaminated
sediments (Johnson et al, 2001). An additional source of chemical in the water column is the bed
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itself. The flux of even very hydrophobic chemicals from the bed is in many cases non-negligible
(Thibodeaux et al., 2001a,b). Dissolved chemical can also leave the water column via
volatilization at the air-water interface, a process that can significantly affect the concentration of
chemical downstream, even for semi-volatile compounds (Valsaraj et al., 1997).
An additional consideration is how to deal with the changing concentration driving force
between particle-bound chemical and that in the water column. It is often assumed that for
suspended sediments an infinite dilution condition exists for chemical release due to the large
volume of water present and the low solubility of the chemicals typically present in sediments.
However, as accumulation of chemical in the water column continues with time, eventually the
background concentration becomes non-negligible and will affect the driving force. This can be
accounted for using the linear driving force (LDF) approximation (Valsaraj and Thibodeaux,
2001).
In this work, we have combined a set of mass balances, each incorporating the key
processes relevant to the impact dredging has on suspended particle and dissolved chemical
concentrations at and beyond the point of dredging in order to obtain estimates of how the
conditions in the water column change with time and as particles and chemical are carried offsite. The approach is simplified in several important ways. The model can provide predicted
dissolved chemical concentrations for HOCs that differ significantly from those using the
traditional equilibrium modeling approach. The kinetic model is also compared to predictions
derived from models applied to batch experiments, particularly an equilibrium model based on
the DRET and a biphasic empirical model (equation 1) based on desorption experiments.
5.3 Model Development

The focus of the model is on dissolved and total chemical concentration in the water
column following particle resuspension due to a dredge. It is not concerned with the fluid
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dynamics of a dredge site or providing a robust model of particle transport within the water
column. Therefore, several simplifying assumptions were used regarding the fluid dynamics and
particle mass balance. Plug flow is assumed, simplifying the hydraulics and neglecting the
effects of dispersion and mixing. This approach eliminates the need for incorporating dispersion
into the mathematics while maintaining key elements relevant to dredging release and water
quality impacts. Each element of water passing through the dredge site is treated as a batch
system, which would require a degree of isolation that is unrealistic but may provide insight into
the overall process. Stream bathymetry was also reduced to a uniform, average depth and the
maximum fetch or lengths of the simulated streams were estimated using the Ruler tool in
Google Earth (Google Software, Mountain View, CA). Chemical degradation is not included, so
the model is only applicable to chemical species stable in the water column during the timeframe
relevant to monitoring of short-term dredging impacts. The model is one dimensional, although
that dimension can be converted from time to distance downstream using the flow velocity. A
single, average particle diameter was used to simplify the settling component of the model and
particle aggregation was not included. Particle settling was approximated using Stoke’s law
(particle diameters of 2.2 µm for Fox river and 1.5 µm for Indiana Harbor), although it has been
noted in other studies that this approach will underestimate the settling rate of large particles and
overpredict the rate of small particle settling (Je and Hayes, 2004). Particle generation was
approximated using an assumed average rate of sediment removal during the duration of a
dredge project (kg s-1) and estimates of dredge efficiencies for hydraulic (cutterhead) and
mechanical (clam-shell) dredgeheads (Collins, 1995; Anchor, 2002).
The model incorporated the following chemical transport processes, illustrated in Figure
5-1, to predict dissolved chemical release: desorption of particle-bound species to the water
column, flux of dissolved chemical to the water column from the sediment bed, and evaporation
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of chemical from the water column at the air-water interface. Particle-to-water release was
described using the biphasic first order rate constant model of HOC desorption. This approach
includes the phenomenological observation of biphasic release kinetics using two rate constants
and one fraction, as in equation 5-1, representing the rapid and slow phases of HOC desorption
and the relative mass of chemical on the particle represented by each rate. The driving force for
desorption was modified with the LDF model. Rather than using the standard local equilibrium
assumption that is often incorporated in desorption modeling, the LDF has the effect of
modifying the desorption driving force as the difference between the particle chemical
concentration and the equilibrium concentration changes. Bed flux was quantified using the
resistance-in-series approach for water-side and bed-side processes and leads to an overall mass
transfer coefficient (MTC) for the process that incorporates the effects of bioturbation enhanced
diffusion (biodiffusion), chemical partitioning between sediment and water, and the benthic
boundary layer (Thibodeaux et al, 2001a; Erickson et al, 2005; Thibodeaux, 2005). Evaporative
flux from the water column is described using the two-resistance theory model incorporating
liquid phase and air phase mass transfer resistances to obtain an overall MTC for the flux
(Thibodeaux, 1996; Valsaraj et al., 1997).
The simplifying assumptions and incorporated processes enabled the development of a
set of coupled mass balances, on the suspended particles, the dissolved chemical, and the particle
bound chemical, that are first order and have analytical solutions. The parameters applied were
all for 25°C, however the model could be extended to other temperatures by adjusting model
parameters to the temperature of interest using empirical corrections, like the Arrhenius equation,
or correlations (Thibodeaux, 1996).
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Figure 5-1. Summary of processes affecting contaminant release during dredging: hydraulic (top)
and mechanical (bottom).

5.3.1 Mass Balance Differential Equations and Solutions

Three unsteady mass balances are needed to determine the suspended solid and dissolved
chemical concentrations in the water column and the remaining particle-bound chemical
concentration during a simulated dredge operation. Each balance contains the processes that
contribute and remove mass from the relevant phase. The suspended solids balance is the
simplest, since it contains only particle settling. Particle generation from the dredge is
incorporated as an initial condition at the point of dredging (Hayes and Wu, 2001; Je and Kim,
2004):
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dρ 32
⎛v ⎞
= ρ 32 ⋅ ⎜ S ⎟
dt
⎝ h⎠

(5-2)

ρ 32 (t = 0) = ρ 32i

(5-3)

ρ 32i

w& 3D ⋅ ε i
=
Q&

(5-4)

where;
vS is the settling velocity of the average particle size for sediment (m/s)
h is one-half of the average depth of the stream (m)

ρ 32i = suspended solids concentration at the point of dredging (mg m-3)
Q& = flow rate of the water body (m3 s-1)
w& 3D = dry sediment dredging rate of removal (kg s-1)

εi, = fraction of unrecovered particles of the particular dredgehead being employed (i =
hydraulic or mechanical, kg kg-1).
The solution to the suspended particle balance is simply:
⎛ vS ⎞
⋅t⎟
⎝ h ⎠

ρ 32 (t ) = ρ 32i ⋅ exp⎜ −

(5-5).

A pre-dredge particle concentration is added to the solution of the governing equation to account
for the background suspended solids concentration [ ρ 32 (t < 0) = ρ 320 ] yielding the final equation:
⎛ vS ⎞
⋅t⎟
⎝ h ⎠

ρ 32 (t ) = ρ 320 + ρ 32i ⋅ exp⎜ −

(5-6).

The only process affecting the particle-bound chemical is biphasic desorption. The
biphasic model represents a solid containing two distinct fractions, distinguishing a rapid and a
slow release process, leading to the particle-bound chemical balance:
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dw A3 dw ARapid
dw ASlow
3
3
=
+
dt
dt
dt

(5-7)

where;
wA3 = overall chemical concentration on the particles (mg kg-1)
= concentration of particle-bound chemical in the rapid release fraction (mg kg-1)
w ARapid
3
= concentration in the slow release fraction (mg kg-1).
w ASlow
3
The concentrations are linked to the overall particle-bound chemical concentration by:

w ARapid
= φRapid ⋅ w A3
3

(5-8)

w ASlow
3 = (1 − φRapid ) ⋅ w A3

(5-9).

and

For simplicity, the rate of release from each fraction is defined individually:
dw ARapid
3
= −k Rapid ⋅ w ARapid
3
dt

(5-10)

dw ASlow
3
= −k Slow ⋅ w ASlow
3
dt

(5-11)

kRapid and kSlow must be determined experimentally or approximated using literature sources
(Birdwell et al, 2007). The initial concentration on the particles is defined as w 0A3 . An additional
limiting condition is imposed by the LDF assumption. According to the LDF framework, the
ultimate solid phase chemical concentration of the suspended particles in equilibrium with the
water column behaves as w A3 (t ) → w ∗A3 , as t → ∞ and is dependent on the suspended particle
concentration in the water column leading to the following equation:
w

∗
A3

(t ) = w A3 ⋅ K A32 ⋅ ρ 32 (t )
1 + K A32 ⋅ ρ 32 (t )
0

where;
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(5-12)

KA32 = sediment-to-water partition coefficient (m3 kg-1).
This leads to the following equation for the suspended particle chemical concentration:

[

][

]

w A3 (t ) = w∗A3 (t ) + w A0 3 − w∗A3 (t ) ⋅ φ Rapid ⋅ exp(− k Rapid ⋅ t ) + (1 − φ Rapid ) ⋅ exp(− k Slow ⋅ t ) (5-13)
which has the same basic form as the empirical biphasic model discussed earlier for desorption
(equation 5-1).
The dissolved chemical balance is more complex than the other balances despite the
simplifying assumptions imposed. The complexity comes from the interaction of the rate of
change of the particle-bound chemical concentration and the suspended particle concentration.
As the particles lose chemical mass the dissolved concentration increases, but the rate of
accumulation is dependent both on the rate of release from the particles and concentration of
suspended particles in the water column. This leads to the desorption and settling rate processes
being combined and incorporated into the dissolved chemical mass balance as a source.
Incorporation of the bed flux contribution and evaporative loss term to the dissolved balance are
relatively straightforward. The overall mass balance on the dissolved chemical in the water
column is:
d (w A3 ⋅ ρ 32 ) 3k A' 2 ⋅ ρ *A2
dρ A2 1k A' 2
+
⋅ ρ A2 =
+
dt
h
dt
h

(5-14)

where ρ A∗ 2 is the aqueous phase concentration (mg L-1) at the bed sediment-water interface in
-1
equilibrium with the concentration of chemical in the sediment particles, w ABed
3 (mg kg ), and is

defined as:

ρ

∗
A2

w ABed
= 3
K A32
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(5-15)

The other model parameters are the overall MTC for evaporation, 1k A' 2 (m day-1), and bed flux,
3

k A' 2 (m day-1). The combination of desorption and settling processes leads to the following term:

RDS

which replaces

⎫
⎧⎛
⎡ ⎛
vS ⎞
vS ⎞ ⎤
0
⎪
⎪⎜ k Rapid − ⎟ ⋅ ρ 32i ⋅ w A3 ⋅ φ Rapid ⋅ exp ⎢− ⎜ k Rapid − ⎟ ⋅ t ⎥
h⎠
h⎠ ⎦
⎣ ⎝
⎪
⎪⎝
=⎨
⎬
⎡ ⎛
vS ⎞
v S ⎞ ⎤⎪
⎪+ ⎛ k
0
(
)
⎪ ⎜⎝ Slow − h ⎟⎠ ⋅ ρ 32i ⋅ w A3 ⋅ 1 − φ Rapid ⋅ exp ⎢− ⎜⎝ kSlow − h ⎟⎠ ⋅ t ⎥⎪
⎣
⎦⎭
⎩

(5-16)

d (wA3 ⋅ ρ 32 )
in the dissolved balance, where RDS is the rate of chemical entering
dt

the water column from settling particles (mg m-3 s-1). The initial condition for the dissolved
balance is set by the background chemical concentration prior to dredging, ρ A2 (t ≤ 0) = ρ A0 2 . The
analytical solution to the dissolved balance ordinary differential equation (equation 5-14) was
determined using an integrating factor and verified with Maple 10 (Maplesoft, Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada):

ρ A2 (t ) = ρ A0 2 ⋅ R1 + K1 ⋅ (1 − R1 ) + K 2 ⋅ (R2 − R1 ) + K 3 ⋅ (R3 − R1 )

(5-17)

where Ki and Ri are constants and rate terms, respectively, and are defined by the following
equations:
K1 =

K2 =

K3 =

k ⋅ ρ ∗A2
k + 3k A' 2

1 '
A2
1 '
A2

(5-18)

ρ 32in ⋅ (w A0 3 − w∗A3 ) ⋅ (1 − φRapid ) ⋅ ⎜ k Slow −
⎛
⎝

⎛ 1k A' 2 + 3 k A' 2 + v S
⎜⎜
h
⎝

⎞
⎟⎟ − k Slow
⎠

ρ 32in ⋅ (w 0A3 − w∗A3 ) ⋅ φRapid ⋅ ⎜ kRapid −
⎛
⎝

⎛ 1k A' 2 + 3 k A' 2 + v S
⎜⎜
h
⎝
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⎞
⎟⎟ − k Rapid
⎠

vS ⎞
⎟
h⎠

vS ⎞
⎟
h⎠

(5-19)

(5-20)

⎡ (1k ' + 3k A' 2 ) ⎤
R1 = exp⎢− A2
⋅ t⎥
h
⎣
⎦

(5-21)

v ⎞ ⎤
⎡ ⎛
R2 = exp⎢ − ⎜ k Rapid + S ⎟ ⋅ t⎥
h⎠ ⎦
⎣ ⎝

(5-22)

v ⎞ ⎤
⎡ ⎛
R3 = exp⎢ − ⎜ k Slow + S ⎟ ⋅ t⎥
h⎠ ⎦
⎣ ⎝

(5-23).

The total chemical present in the water column, ρ TA2 (t ) , combines both dissolved and particlebound chemical and can be calculated by combining the previous equations:

ρ AT 2 (t ) = ρ A2 (t ) + w A3 (t ) ⋅ ρ 32 (t )

(5-24).

In addition to the kinetic model, two other approaches were used to obtain estimates of
dissolved release. A modified partitioning model originally developed for PCB release from
sediment and based on data obtained using the Dredging Elutriate Test was used to obtain
equilibrium estimates of dissolved and total chemical concentrations for dredging (DiGiano et
al., 1993). The equilibrium partitioning model has the following form for a flow system:

ρ A 2 (t ) = ρ A0 2 +

ρ 32 (t ) ⋅ w A0 3
1 + ρ 32 (t ) ⋅ K A32

(5-25)

where all other terms have been described previously. The total chemical concentration is
obtained using the following equation:

ρ TA 2 (t ) = ρ A0 2 + ρ 32 (t ) ⋅ w A0 3

(5-26).

This model only accounts for chemical partitioning and suspended sediment concentration and it
should be noted has only shown order of magnitude agreement with measurements of dissolved
concentrations at the point of dredging in the field (DiGiano et al., 1993). It has been extended
here to downstream dissolved release by incorporating the time dependence of the suspended
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sediment concentration. The predictions from the equilibrium model represent the upper limit of
potential for dissolved chemical release from suspended particles.
The biphasic model can also be used to estimate dissolved release during dredging, by
combining the chemical concentration remaining on the particles with the concentration of
suspended sediment, as shown below:
n

ρ A2 (t ) = ρ A0 2 + ∑ ρ 32 (t i ) ⋅ w A0 3 ⋅ [F (t i −1 ) − F (t i )]

(5-27)

i =1

where F(t) is defined by the biphasic model in equation 5-1, n is the duration of the simulation,
and i and i–1 are the current and previous time steps in the simulation. This approach does not
incorporate bed flux, evaporation, or the LDF because the batch experiments from which
biphasic rate constants are obtained use sealed vials with a strong sorbent resin to maintain an
infinite sink for HOCs (Johnson et al, 2001; Birdwell et al, 2007).
The kinetic model results consist of dissolved and total concentrations in the water
column represented by Equations 5-17 and 5-24. These are the end products of the kinetic model.
Additional analysis comparing the kinetic model results to those of the equilibrium and biphasic
approaches will also be presented.
5.3.2 Application to the Fox River and Indiana Harbor Canal

The model was applied using operational assumptions and the general features of two
locations for which dredging is likely to be a component of future remedial plans. The first site at
the Lower Fox River in Wisconsin is heavily contaminated with PCBs due in part to paper mill
discharge between 1954 and 1971 according to the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
(WDNR, 2001). The other, Indiana Harbor Canal in East Chicago, Indiana, connects the Grand
Calumet River and Indiana Harbor (a part of Lake Michigan) and is in one of the most highly
industrialized areas in the world (Renn, 2000). These sediments contain toxic metals,
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polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, various dioxins and pesticides, and PCBs due to industrial
and municipal effluent (Estes et al., 2004).
Model parameters, or measurements used to calculate them, were taken from literature
studies or estimated using empirical and theoretical correlations when site specific data was not
available (Thibodeaux, 1996; Renn, 2000; Sanchez et al., 2002). A total extraction volume of
wet sediment was assumed and the dry sediment dredge rate was based on a 30 m3/hr wet
sediment extraction rate for eight hours per day over 96 days and sediment moisture contents of
0.66 for Fox River and 0.88 for Indiana Harbor. Average width, depth, and volumetric flow rate
for the Fox River and Indiana Harbor Canal were taken from Renn (2000) and WDNR (2001),
respectively, and were used to calculate the average flow velocity. The contaminants simulated
for the Fox River and Indiana Harbor Canal simulations were Aroclor 1242 and phenanthrene,
respectively. These contaminants were chosen arbitrarily from the range of compounds at each
site that could have been selected, but do have significantly different thermodynamic properties
(solubility, Henry’s constant, and sediment-to-water partition coefficient) and therefore allow the
models to be tested over a range of HOC characteristics. The Henrys constant and sedimentwater partition coefficient for Indiana Harbor Canal were measured in our laboratory
(unpublished data) and values for the Fox River were selected after review of different values
reported in literature and reference sources (Thibodeaux, 1996; Thibodeaux et al, 2001b). Initial
sediment contaminant concentrations were chosen after reviewing data from several sources for
both sites. Very low settling velocities were used to account for the slow settling of small
particles (< 5 µm) present in the sediments which are more likely to escape the dredge. The bed
flux sediment-to-water MTCs were estimated using a relationship with the sediment-water
partition coefficient from Thibodeaux et al (2001a). Evaporative flux MTCs were approximated
using the method of Valsaraj et al (1997).
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Table 5-1. Reference and model parameters used in simulations
Parameter

ρ 0A2
ρ 032

Fox River
Aroclor
1242
0.75

Indiana Harbor
Canal
Definition
Phenanthrene
0.4
Background Chemical Concentration (mg/m3)

2.6 × 10-3

2.6 × 10-3

wA3in

0

0

V

23969

23969

ρb

917

600

εM

0.019

0.019

w& 3D

1.37 × 106

8.99 × 105

h

2.9

5

d

64

10

w

200

75

vF

0.15

0.12

Average Flow Velocity (m/s)

vS

1.5

0.7

εH

0.0058

0.0058

wA30

75

20

kRapid, avg.

5

5

kSlow, avg.

0.04

0.04

φRapid, avg.

0.5

0.5

Particle Settling Velocity (m/day)
Fraction Unrecovered Particles, Hydraulic Dredge
(kg/kg)
Initial Chemical Conc. on Dredged Particles
(mg/kg)
Average kinetics Rapid Release Rate Constant
(day-1)
Average kinetics Slow Release Rate Constant
(day-1)
Average kinetics Rapid Release fraction (mg/mg)

kRapid, fast

20

20

Fast kinetics Rapid Release Rate Constant (day-1)

kSlow, fast

0.1

0.1

Fast kinetics Slow Release Rate Constant (day-1)

φRapid, fast

0.7

0.7

Fast kinetics Rapid Release Fraction (mg/mg)

KA32

18.9

12.1

Sediment-Water Partition Coefficient (m3/kg)

1 '

1.66

1.75

Overall MTC for Evaporative Flux (m/day)

3 '

0.39

k A2
k A2

Average Depth of water (m)
Distance of concern based on size of water body
(km)
Average Width of water body (m)

0.55
-4

Background TSS Concentration (kg/m3)
Contaminant Conc. on Background Particles
(mg/kg)
Total Volume of Sediment Removed over 96 days
(m3)
Bulk Density of Sediment (kg/m3)
Fraction Unrecovered Particles, Mechanical
Dredge (kg/kg)
Total Rate of Sediment Extraction (kg/day)

MTC for Sediment-water interface (m/day)
-4

H

5.2 × 10

2.7 × 10

S

350

1290

Q

1.18 × 106

1.47 × 106

Henry’s Law constant (Atm m3/mol)
Aqueous solubility (mg/m3)
Average Volumetric Flow Rate (m3/day)
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5.4 Results and Discussion

Model simulations were run using parameters likely to be relevant to the Fox River and
Indiana Harbor Canal sites. Dredge efficiencies for mechanical and hydraulic dredges were
considered as well as fast and average desorption kinetics. It should be noted that the efficiencies
attributed to the two dredgeheads represent a range of values that are likely relevant to both. See
Table 5-1 for values of these selected parameters. The time scale of each simulation was
determined by the total length of the water body and the velocity of flow. Data was generated
using MathCAD 2000 (Mathsoft, Needham, MA, USA) and Microsoft Excel 2003 (Redmond,
WA, USA) and plotted using SigmaPlot 10 (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA).
5.4.1 Dissolved Concentrations Downstream of the Dredge

The dissolved concentrations of Aroclor 1242 forecast using the Kinetic and Equilibrium
models for the Fox River are shown in Figure 5-2. For both the mechanical and hydraulic
dredgeheads the equilibrium model indicates greater dissolved concentrations than the Kinetic
model. The Kinetic simulations all had maximum dissolved concentrations well after the initial
resuspension, whereas the maximum dissolved concentrations for the Equilibrium model were
both at the point of dredging, where the suspended sediment concentration is highest. The
maximum dissolved concentrations generated by the Kinetic model simulations were mainly
dependent on the desorption rate constants selected, with the average kinetics and the fast
kinetics simulations showing maxima at around 10.6 and 4.4 hours, respectively. Not
surprisingly, the mechanical dredge with fast desorption kinetics had the highest concentrations
of dissolved Aroclor 1242 for the kinetic simulations. The hydraulic dredge with fast desorption
kinetics shows a slightly higher dissolved concentration than the mechanical dredge with average
kinetics until three hours after resuspension. This indicates that, depending on the timescale, the
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kinetics of release is as important as the amount of suspended sediment generated by the dredge
for determining impact downstream.
The dissolved phenanthrene concentrations predicted for Indiana Harbor Canal are also
shown in Figure 5-2. As with the Fox River simulations, the Equilibrium model predicts higher
dissolved concentrations for both dredgeheads, with maximum phenanthrene concentrations
occurring at the point of dredging. The same trends from the Fox River were observed in the
Indiana Harbor Canal Kinetic simulations, including the hydraulic dredgehead with fast
desorption kinetics producing higher dissolved concentrations than the mechanical dredge with
average kinetics until 2-½ hours after or 1-½ kilometers downstream from the point of dredging.
The maxima for phenanthrene with average and fast desorption kinetics were at 10.9 and 4.4
hours, respectively and were very similar to those observed in the Fox River Aroclor simulations.
5.4.2 Total Concentrations Downstream of the Dredge

The total chemical concentrations for Fox River and Indiana Harbor Canal simulations
are shown in Figure 5-3. During the time period for the Fox River simulations (100 hours) a 37%
and 64% decrease in total chemical concentration were determined for hydraulic and mechanical
dredgeheads, respectively, while the Indiana Harbor Canal simulations (20 hours) showed
changes of 5% and 10% for the two dredgeheads. Desorption kinetics do not affect the total
chemical concentration. The simulations for both sites showed that for the mechanical and
hydraulic dredges, the total concentration forecast by the Equilibrium model is the same as that
produced by the Kinetic model until around 2-3 hours at which point the Equilibrium model
prediction exceeds that of the Kinetic model by ~1-8% due to volatilization losses. The degree of
the effect volatilization has is dependent on the dissolved chemical concentration. Maximum
total chemical concentrations obtained using the Kinetic and Equilibrium models for both
dredgeheads and sites occurred at the point of dredging, as expected.
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Figure 5-2. Dissolved release of Aroclor 1242 from Fox River sediment (top) and phenanthrene
from Indiana Harbor Canal sediment (bottom).
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Figure 5-3. Total water column concentration of Aroclor 1242 (Fox River, top) and phenanthrene
(Indiana Harbor Canal, bottom) during dredge simulations.
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5.4.3 Ratio of Dissolved to Total Chemical Present in the Water Column

As water flows away from the point of dredging, the distribution of dissolved and total
chemical in the water column changes. As chemical desorption and particle settling occur, the
total chemical concentration in the water column becomes increasingly dominated by the
dissolved fraction. The changes in the ratio of dissolved to total chemical (dissolved + particlebound) in the water column with time are shown in Figure 5-4 for the Fox River and Indiana
Harbor Canal simulations. The Equilibrium model shows high dissolved ratios (>0.8) for the
duration of the simulations for both hydraulic and mechanical dredges. The Kinetic model
simulations for both sites show that the ratios were higher for the hydraulic dredge and that fast
desorption kinetics lead to higher ratios. By the end of all Fox River simulations, the ratio of
dissolved to total chemical was 0.9 or greater. The Indiana Harbor Canal results showed lower
ratios, but this was due to the smaller size of the Canal compared with the Fox River. Extending
the Indiana Harbor Canal Kinetic model simulations to 100 hours yields ratios similar to those
calculated for the Fox River. These results show that the downstream impact of dredging in the
water column is primarily from the dissolved fraction and not particles. The particles may still
present a risk off-site since once they settle back to the bed they still contain a significant
fraction of contaminant.
5.4.4 Neglecting Bed Flux and Volatilization

The dissolved chemical release predicted by combining the empirical desorption model
(equation 5-1) with particle settling to obtain a Biphasic model for flow systems gives dissolved
concentrations higher than those obtained using the Kinetic model for both Fox River and
Indiana Harbor Canal simulations at all times for both mechanical and hydraulic dredges, as
shown in Figure 5-5. After the Kinetic model reaches a maximum, the dissolved concentration
predicted by the Biphasic model continues to increase, though at a diminishing rate due to the
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continuing loss of particles and the Slow release fraction beginning to dominate the desorption
kinetics. After the divergence, the Kinetic model shows the dissolved chemical concentration
decreasing due to the competition in the rate of chemical entering the water column by
desorption and bed flux and chemical leaving the water column due to vaporization. Comparison
of the Kinetic model and the Biphasic model shows that at short times, the effects of the LDF
and vaporization overwhelm the additional chemical mass contributed by bed flux in the kinetic
model to give results that are lower than the Biphasic model predictions. Two distinct time
frames are indicated for the dissolved fraction; one dominated by accumulation of chemical in
the water column due to release from suspended particles (hydraulic, t < 10 hours; mechanical, t
< 4 hours) and the other determined by the rate of evaporative flux moving chemical from the
water surface to the air (hydraulic, t > 10 hours; mechanical, t > 4 hours). It is important to note
that both the Biphasic and Kinetic models predict maximum or increasing dissolved chemical
concentrations well after the initial resuspension and directly contradict the results of the
equilibrium partitioning model which show the highest dissolved concentrations at the point of
dredging, where the suspended solids concentration is the highest.
5.4.5 Effects of the LDF Assumption

The effect of incorporating the LDF into the Kinetic model on the particle bound
chemical concentration is illustrated in Figure 5-6. In all simulations, the Kinetic model predicts
a greater retention of particle-bound chemical relative to what would be observed at an infinite
dilution condition as in the Biphasic model due to the diminished desorption driving force that
exists with the LDF assumption. The effect of the LDF is dependent on both the dredge
efficiency and the desorption kinetics applied. For the Fox River simulations, the chemical
desorption gradient is reduced by an average of 9% (average kinetics) and 15% (fast kinetics) for
the hydraulic dredge and by 23% (average kinetics) and 36% (fast kinetics) for the mechanical
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dredge. Indiana Harbor Canal showed similar trends in the effect of the LDF with average
gradient reductions of 6% (average kinetics) and 12% (fast kinetics) for the hydraulic dredge and
18% (average kinetics) and 30% (fast kinetics) for the mechanical dredge simulations.
5.5 Conclusions

In this study, three different approaches for estimating dissolved chemical release from
dredge-generated suspended sediment have been applied using numerical simulations
incorporating different combinations of processes. The Equilibrium model represents the
traditional approach used to obtain conservative estimates of chemical release during dredging,
requires the least site specific information, and can be extended away from the point of dredging
by combining the partitioning behavior of chemicals with the settling behavior of particles. The
Biphasic model illustrates the well characterized, though not well understood, phenomenon of
nonlinear desorption kinetics and when combined with particle settling forecasts that the highest
dissolved chemical concentrations will be observed downstream of the point of dredging. The
Kinetic model developed herein combines key processes relevant to the impact of remedial
dredging on the surrounding environment, generates predictions that have not been anticipated in
previous studies, and provides evidence for complex overall chemical transport behavior due to
the competing rates of the various transport mechanisms. This work has led to important
mechanistic insights that are valuable in accurately conceptualizing the problem of contaminants
release from sediments. It should be noted however, that although the behavior of each model
was unique, the final results generated by the models differed in general by less than ~50%.
Unfortunately, no studies with field monitoring data of dissolved HOC concentrations at
a large number of points downstream during dredging operations could be found in the literature,
making it impossible to test the veracity of the behavior predicted by any of the three models
applied in this study. However, the processes incorporated into the Kinetic model have been
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tested in previous studies and the off-site dissolved chemical concentrations forecast using this
model may have important implications for monitoring and impacts of dredging operations. Field
data is needed to verify if: i) dissolved chemical concentrations increase as suspended particles
move downstream, ii) dissolved concentrations reach maximum levels downstream, and iii)
volatilization transfers a significant fraction of the dissolved chemical into the air. It may be
useful to incorporate the processes combined in the Kinetic model into an algorithm that includes
more realistic fluid dynamics and chemical dispersion phenomena known to occur in natural
waters and impact chemical distribution in the water column to determine if the results observed
here for a one-dimensional, highly simplified system hold in a more complete theoretical
treatment.
The derived equations provide estimates of important water quality parameters near the
point of dredging and at locations downstream, but could also be used to estimate other risk
factors. Using the dissolved chemical concentration, estimates of flux to the air from the water
surface can be made and used to approximate the impact on air quality. Particle deposition
offsite, along with the concentration of chemical on those settled particles, could also be
estimated. An obvious application of a proven transport model would be to combine the model
results with bioavailability and toxicological information from biological surveys to obtain
specific risk assessment metrics.
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Figure 5-4. Ratio of dissolved to total Aroclor 1242 (Fox River, top) and phenanthrene (Indiana
Harbor Canal, bottom) during dredge simulations.
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Figure 5-5. Biphasic model coupled with particle settling for Fox River (top) and Indiana Harbor
Canal (bottom) simulations.
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Figure 5-6. Solid phase concentration of Aroclor 1242 (Fox River, top) and phenanthrene
(Indiana Harbor Canal, bottom) remaining on the sediments during dredge simulations.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions

The purpose of this work has been to examine the phenomenon of biphasic chemical
desorption from suspended sediments from the perspective of different scales. To that end,
experimental and theoretical studies were conducted into the behavior of sediment-chemical
interactions on the level of individual particles up to full-scale remediation operations. The
following observations have been gleaned from these studies: (1) KOC values determined for a
field-contaminated sediment following removal of the rapid release chemical fraction were on
average double that of the untreated sediment, (2) some degree of chemical repartitioning
between the rapid and slow chemical release domains was observed for three PAHs after one and
three months equilibration time, (3) for a large collection of first-order rate constants fit to HOC
desorption profiles from the literature, no dependence on KOC or solubility over six and seven
orders of magnitude, respectively was observed, (4) the average values for the rapid and slow
release first-order desorption rates constants were found to be 5 and 0.03 day-1, respectively, (5)
the thickness of sediment organic matter patches on particle surfaces was estimated to be
between 80 and 150 nm and is independent of particle size, (6) by combining the organic matter
patch thicknesses with the average rapid and slow release first-order desorption rate constants
effective diffusivities of ~10-21 and 10-23 m2 s-1 were determined for rapid and slow release,
respectively, (7) using a combination of a particle and desorption model, the time to reach
chemical equilibrium between rapid and slow release organic matter fractions following
depletion of an initial rapid release fraction can be as short as three months or as long as eight
years, (8) a chemical release model examining the impact of dredging shows lower dissolved
chemical concentrations than the commonly used equilibrium model, and (9) by incorporating
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biphasic desorption into a model of chemical release during dredging, the maximum dissolved
chemical concentration resulting from dredge-generated sediment resuspension was found to be
downstream of the point of dredging.
6.2 Future research directions

Studies have been performed on sediments fractionated by size and density, but usually
the range of sizes for these fractions is limited by the smallest available sieves. Using split-flow
thin-channel fractionation (SPLITT) sediment particles can be separated into fractions down to
0.5-1 micron resolution. Using this method, sufficient quantities of different size fractions can be
collected for desorption studies, as well as extensive physical and chemical characterization of
the sediment material. This would allow for examination of connections between specific
sediment properties and contaminant transport characteristics by reducing the overall
heterogeneity of each particle size fraction. In addition to determining desorption kinetics and
KOC values for each size fraction, information on sediment mineralogy, organic matter content
and quality, specific surface area, intraparticle porosity, and other sediment characteristics could
be examined to explore how the interplay of these properties affects contaminant desorption.
Comparison of the bulk sediment behavior to that of SPLITT isolated fractions would be
informative from the perspective of determining which if any of the size fractions dominates the
overall observed chemical release characteristics.
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APPENDIX A
LITERATURE VALUES OF BIPHASIC DESORPTION RATE CONSTANTS
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71.04
74.88
77.76
164.40
NR
102.00
NR
108.00
133.20
139.20
NR

ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1997, 31, 454-460
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
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1,2,4,5 TeCB
QCB
HCB
1,2 DCB
1,4 DCB
1,2,3 TCB
1,2,4 TCB
1,3,5 TCB
1,2,3,4 TeCB
QCB
HCB
PCB-28
BiPHEN
2-MN
Fluorene
Trichlorinated
PCBs
Trichlorinated
PCBs
Trichlorinated
PCBs
Tetra-chlorinated
PCBs
Tetra-chlorinated
PCBs
Tetra-chlorinated
PCBs
Penta-chlorinated
PCBs
Penta-chlorinated
PCBs
Penta-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Aroclor 1242
Aroclor 1242

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

NR
NR
82.80
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132
ES&T, 1999, 33, 126-132

0.93

0.07

0.83

11.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.93

0.07

0.98

6.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.87

0.13

1.35

15.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.93

0.07

0.38

11.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.90

0.10

0.31

10.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.85

0.15

0.49

13.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.91

0.09

0.15

4.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.93

0.07

0.11

2.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.75

0.25

0.22

6.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.79

0.21

0.07

5.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.94

0.06

0.05

5.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.55

0.45

0.15

8.00

ES&T, 2000 34, 2542-2548

0.44
0.69

0.56
0.31

0.18
0.02

0.06
0.08

ES&T, 1994, 28, 253-258
ES&T, 1994, 28, 253-258
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PHEN
ANTC
FlANTH
PYR
BaANTC
CHRY
PHEN
ANTC
FlANTH
PYR
BaANTC
CHRY
PHEN
ANTC
FlANTH
PYR
BaANTC
CHRY
PHEN
ANTC
FlANTH
PYR
BaANTC
CHRY
BaPYR
BaPYR
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
PYR
Trichlorinated
PCBs
BaPYR
BaPYR
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
PYR

0.17
0.42
0.73
0.80
0.68
0.50
0.08
0.37
0.70
0.76
0.73
0.54
0.62
0.79
0.69
0.80
0.82
0.75
0.14
0.69
0.80
0.81
0.87
0.77
0.50
0.39

0.83
0.58
0.27
0.20
0.32
0.50
0.92
0.63
0.30
0.24
0.27
0.46
0.38
0.21
0.31
0.20
0.18
0.25
0.86
0.31
0.20
0.19
0.13
0.23
0.50
0.61

3.14
8.50
2.64
2.48
0.69
0.64
0.82
9.39
2.35
1.94
0.34
0.35
3.57
41.65
14.28
10.41
2.35
2.83
16.43
17.01
3.87
3.23
0.94
0.94
0.69
0.82

34.71
39.67
61.16
47.94
46.29
44.63
25.81
38.13
29.33
30.51
24.64
26.99
44.63
56.53
53.55
65.45
53.55
56.53
29.92
38.72
76.27
82.14
46.94
40.48
10.52
16.16

ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 1535-1544
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.66

0.34

1.66

11.20

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.58

0.42

2.07

15.31

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.53

0.47

4.18

21.84

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.48

0.52

1.17

9.61

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.25
0.20

0.75
0.80

0.27
0.60

7.24
15.30

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.69

0.31

1.05

13.53

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.67

0.33

0.93

18.16

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.42

0.58

1.10

13.22

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
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Trichlorinated
PCBs
BaPYR
BaPYR
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
PYR
Trichlorinated
PCBs
BaPYR
BaPYR
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
PYR
Trichlorinated
PCBs
BaPYR
BaPYR
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
PYR
Trichlorinated
PCBs
BaPYR
BaPYR
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
PYR
Trichlorinated
PCBs
BaPYR
BaPYR

0.37

0.63

0.82

8.45

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.51
0.33

0.49
0.67

0.51
0.39

17.34
10.92

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.74

0.26

1.31

35.43

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.62

0.38

1.06

11.67

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.43

0.57

60.43

48.28

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.53

0.47

0.94

11.99

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.27
0.15

0.73
0.85

0.24
0.31

4.96
6.49

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.68

0.32

0.85

15.05

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.62

0.38

0.82

14.38

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.40

0.60

1.65

12.04

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.37

0.63

0.70

6.83

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.47
0.38

0.53
0.62

0.54
0.42

10.25
12.38

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.60

0.40

0.71

9.11

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.57

0.43

0.60

9.50

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.65

0.35

3.58

59.87

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.58

0.42

1.07

8.71

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.52
0.47

0.48
0.53

0.48
0.52

20.98
16.82

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.78

0.22

0.87

25.61

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.73

0.27

0.92

14.61

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.61

0.39

3.91

27.68

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.58

0.42

1.58

16.57

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.47
0.44

0.53
0.56

0.58
0.48

12.39
12.81

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663
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Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
Hexa-chlorinated
PCBs
PYR
Trichlorinated
PCBs
1,3 DCB
1,4 DCB
HCButadiene
HCB
NAPL
Fluorene
PHEN
PYR
BaANTC
BaPYR
NAPL
Fluorene
PHEN
PYR
BaANTC
BaPYR
NAPL
Fluorene
PHEN
PYR
BaANTC
BaPYR
NAPL
Fluorene
PHEN
PYR
BaANTC
BaPYR
PAH 202
(FlANTH, PYR)
PAH 202
(FlANTH, PYR)
PHEN
PHEN

0.70

0.30

0.65

11.99

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.64

0.36

0.56

17.70

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.71

0.29

4.92

79.47

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.59

0.41

1.13

7.84

ES&T, 2003, 37, 4656-4663

0.32
0.14
0.37
0.01
0.58
0.36
0.33
0.26
0.17
0.08
0.24
0.12
0.15
0.08
0.03
0.89
0.73
0.67
0.63
0.52
0.37
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
-

0.68
0.87
0.63
0.99
0.42
0.64
0.67
0.74
0.83
0.92
0.76
0.88
0.85
0.92
0.97
0.11
0.27
0.33
0.37
0.48
0.63
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.98
-

0.28
0.23
0.09
0.31
5.60
8.00
4.60
1.70
0.46
0.19
0.89
1.20
1.40
0.55
0.15
1.89
10.10
4.40
0.14
0.44
0.19
0.24
0.68
0.08
0.07
-

2.60
1.00
0.22
1.20
3.00
1.30
1.10
0.40
0.60
0.70
3.90
1.20
1.30
0.90
0.50
8.80
10.30
14.90
6.80
3.20
0.70
0.30
0.30
0.10
0.30
-

Environ Pollut, 2000, 108, 81-89
Environ Pollut, 2000, 108, 81-89
Environ Pollut, 2000, 108, 81-89
Environ Pollut, 2000, 108, 81-89
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803
ES&T, 2002, 36, 4795-4803

0.09

0.91

1.81

0.31

ES&T, 2001, 35, 3468-3475

0.94

0.06

0.80

5.01

ES&T, 2001, 35, 3468-3475

0.69
0.71

0.31
0.29

9.36
9.12

336.00
192.00

ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
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PHEN
PHEN
PHEN
PHEN
PYR
PYR
PYR
PYR
PYR
PYR
B(a)PYR
B(a)PYR
B(a)PYR
B(a)PYR
B(a)PYR
B(a)PYR

0.76
0.75
0.69
0.71
0.54
0.56
0.59
0.62
0.57
0.60
0.04
0.03
0.10
0.05
0.03
0.06

0.24
0.25
0.31
0.29
0.46
0.44
0.41
0.38
0.43
0.40
0.96
0.97
0.90
0.95
0.97
0.94

4.32
6.24
10.80
9.84
3.84
3.12
2.64
1.68
1.92
1.92
11.28
9.36
0.96
1.20
1.20
0.72

72.00
24.00
48.00
48.00
144.00
96.00
48.00
24.00
24.00
24.00
38.40
38.40
19.20
16.80
19.20
16.80
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ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117
ES&T, 2001, 35, 1111-1117

APPENDIX B
FULL SOLUTION TO EQUATIONS 4-14 AND 4-15

Starting with the fractional balances and initial conditions:

dφ B
= −φ B ⋅ k B + k E ⋅ (φ E ⋅ K i − φ B )
dt

(4-14)

dφ E
= −k E (φ E ⋅ K i − φ B )
dt

(4-15)

φ B (t = 0) = φ B 0

(4-17)

φ E (t = 0) = φ E 0

(4-18)

Using the dsolve function in Maple 11 (Maplesoft, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) the balances are
solved simultaneously to obtain the following solutions:
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A function for the overall fraction, F(t), can be obtained by summing the bulk release and
embedded chemical fraction solutions.
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